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WACCI is typeset, produced, edited and laid out
using, Protext, Promerge, Prospell, MicroDesign
Plus on the CPC 6123 and printed using an Epson
Stylus 800 InkJet Printer (with the help of a PC.)

NAOCI is printed and collated by: ProntaPrint!
134 Foregate Street, Chester CH1 1H2 01244 313222

NAOCI is distributed by the Dwerryhouse family and
we love the job, really we do, honest.

lAOCI: The club for Amstrad CPC computer owners.

FRONT COVER: Paul Dwerryhouse.

BOB MOFFATT, 01994 453509,
Pendine, Carmarthen.
Masterfile III, Mastercalc
Qualitas and Protext.

FRANK FROST, 01963 882197
Isle of Wight, 4pm to 10pm
v‘DE, CP/H, Protext and
VACCI Services.

MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
8pm to 11pm but not Saturdays. Basic programing.

IAN NEILL, 01926 337705, 6pm to 10pm, Harwlckshire
Eprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STEWART, 01773 822599, Helper, 8pm to 10pm,
PAW Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL MELLS, 01784 250753. Ashford, Tape to disc
problems, Basic programming and a general natter.

NIKE LVONS, 01942 259942, Wigan, Basic, Stop Press
Dk‘tronics Speech Synth and help with Dawn.

STUART GASCOIGNE, 0272 831361, Bristol, Basic,
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 01484 423252, Huddersfield. H011,
CP/H, Hordstar/Newword, dEASE, CP/M PD, CPC—PCW-PC

JOHN BOHLEY, 01733 260616, Peterborough.
Help and advice about the Book/PD Libraries.

CLIVE JACKSON, Cobol, Basic, Bankman, Sorting,
File Handling and Applications programing.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lincs, PE9 ILG

NIGEL CALLCUTI', 01664 481705 Melton Mowbray.
Technical advice, hardware and CPC repairs.
Tues & Wed: 7pm-11pm - Thurs to Hon: 9pm—11pm

RICHARD AVERY, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another World.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, GU14 9YA

PHILIP DIRICHLEAU, 01522 511608
Powerpage 128, Gpaint, Tasword, Disc'o'Hagic,
PD Utilities, Basic programing, the Star [£10
and Epson LX printers. 6pm 'til midnight.
NIC RAYNER, 0850 992747 (mobile) Manchester.
CPC Emulators on the PC.

NB :
This help~1ine is provided on a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other members. Please as};
between 7pm and 9m (unless stated otherwise.)
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Hi everyone and welcone to the one and only ninety-seventh edition of butt?) So

what's new - not a lot really. i nenber requested in if for nore news in the
naganine, well if nothing happens then what have I to report... only club news
And there is sole of that knocking around so let’s kick of! this issue with it
TAKE A BREAK...
Frank Frost is out of the frane as he
is taking a break from club duties for
a couple of months. If you have any
need of three inch, three point five
inch discs/Firmware Guides then order
them from he. If you have just ordered
from Frank then don't worry as Frank
will send all orders on to me

PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARIES

John Bowley has asked he to ask you if
you have any PD programmes that are
not in the NACCI PD library. John is
looking to expand the library so have
a dig in your collection - ta.

A GONER...
Siren Software appear to have left the
CPC world, oh well it had to happen
sometime I suppose. They have
supported it for a long tine so I
guess we have to thank Simon Cobb of
Siren for keeping going for so long
and to wish hin well for the future

CONVENTION NEIS

Yes, we do have sone at this early
stage in the year. Angie has been a
busy girl and we now have a likely
date for the ‘96 Convention at the
Bescot Stadium: Sunday 2? Sentenher.
Angie has been negotiating hard on
Richard iairhurst‘s account to get the
donought stall in the main hall.

The cost of the Convention is likely
to be in the sane region of £ZDD-250

so again I shall be looking to finance
it by making a small charge for each
ticket sold. Angie and myself feel
that £1.00 per ticket is not over the
top. What do members feel.

By the way, there is no need to
volunteer to pay the full alount. I
an, of course, most grateful to last
years anonymous donor but with the
success of last year behind us do
offer of large sums of monies is
needed to kick the Convention into
life this year. However, if you have
any hard/software that you would like
to donate to the Market Stall, to sell
on behalf of the club, then we would
be nost grateful. This will help
offset the cost of the day.

STAMPER RETIRES

After many years of loyal service to
the club Stanper is to step down as
Discounts Manager. My personal thanks
and best wishes go to Stamper. There
is no glanour or limelight when you
are Discounts Manager but you are a

very inportant cog in the club
Stamper is, of course, remaining a

nember. Thanks again Stamper

MARK MOVES 0N...
NACCI Revisited has been kept going by
Hark Johnson for the last 13 months or

so. hark is a busy lad these days with
his college work so he wants to swap
over to The ABC of PD. That's fine by
me but it leaves a vacant post. Fancy
a go at the Revisited post, then let
me know. It greatly helps if you have
Protest and Promerge on ROM.

IISH LIST MANAGER

Ernie Ruddick came forward to fill the
post so now we need to sort out the
finer points of how it all works.
Nould you like to volunteer to

become a staff writer? All you need to
do is to let Ernie know the specific
areas you feel happy about tackling
Ernie will contact you when your
knowledge is needed. Go on, help your
club and volunteer, I bet you can
help in one way or another

IT'S GOOD NEIS IEEK...
Dave Caleno has some good news for us.
All of the ex—Nenesis and Microstyle
CPC programs are now Public Domain.
If you send Dave a data fornatted

(3" or 3.5") disc(s), a return stanped
addressed jiffy bag (of the appropiate
size) then he will send you the
programs. There is a copying charge of
50p per side, the details you need to
know are as follows:

Super Meddler & Backpack - 2 sides
Bonzo Blitz - 1 side
4 Adventure ganes - 1 side
Bonzo Flash Pack - 2 sides
Bonzo Bigbatch - 2 sides
CFC Procopy and Haxidos - 1 side
H5800 - 1 side
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COMPETITION
‘

With: John and ( 'ar'olBow/er
97 Tirringlon, Bretton
Peterborough P133 9XT
net-01733 702158

heloome once again to your favourite competition page. Gosh it's february
already. We don’t know about the rest of you but we are still reeling from the
speed with which last year vanished
for the January competition.

Anyway your entries have been pouring in
They are a great mixture of first-timers, new

members and faithful] regulars {bless you all) and to you all we say aood luck,
thank you and keep ’en coming. low on with the show

JANEARY’S COIPETIIION
The results for this competition will
be published next nonth as this issue
went to print before the close of the
conpetition.

FEBRUARY'S COMPETITION

Here are a selection of questions for
you. Most are science fiction and
some are techie type and some are just
plain silly but have a go.

1) What was the node of the handsome
blonde pilot of Fireball XLS?

2) Who is the new female presenter on
The Big Breakfast?

3) What was the answer to the
Ultimate Question to Life, The

Universe and Everything?

4) Which TV series started with the
line “Stand By For Action!"

5) What is the start address of the
464/6128 screen uenory?

6) What is neant by perennial?

7) What was the name given to the
guardian balloon in The Prisoner?

8) Who wrote the book The Gillivors?

9) What is the CPU inside a 6128?

10) Where is Dr Zachary Smith?

11) Which set of films boasts "You’ll
believe a nan can fly"

((Carol and John))

12) Where is there a fifth dimension
beyond those known to nan?

13) Who is the odd one out? - Billy,
Tommy, hyesha, Garry, Rocky,
Rinberly or Adan and why?

14) Which cosnic Rip van Winkle was
frozen in his spaceship and woke

up in the 25th Century?

15) What is the ’nedical‘ name for the
Foxglove plant?

16) Who is Dr Whos arch eneny?

17) Row nany discs are there in the PD

Library?

18) Whose catchphrase is "I don‘t
believe itl"?

19) Which range of PD discs (nos iron]
to) is Ian Parker in charge of?

20) Please give me your nost amusing
meaning for WACCI?

(Well Aren‘t Carols Conpetitions
Interesting!)

GET YOUR ENTRY IN

Don’t forget to enter even if you
don‘t have all the answers, yours may
be the first to arrive and win you a
PD disc of your choice

PRIZE ON OFFER
The first prize is two WACCI binders.

By now you've read all about then in
the supplenent and now‘s your chance
to get two for FREE.

SPOT
CLOSING DATE

Your entry needs to with me by the end
of February please,

WHEN CHOOSING PRIZES

Please remember that when you enter
any conpetitions we want to know which

prizes you would like to win
Always tell us whether you want the

prize on offer and a choice of 3 discs
(3" or 3.5). This will save us a lot
of time as we may have to write to you
and then wait for your reply. ((Ta))

UNRECEIVED GOODIES

l an sure that I an up-to-date with
all outstanding prizes but please get
in touch if you haven't got them yet

TELEPHONE

Please nake sure that you now use our
new number: 01733 702158 ((cheers))

THAT'S ALL FOLKS

I think I‘ve just about covered
everything so now I‘ll get off the
conputer and give it a rest

The poor thing has been busy this
last nonth with John doing the
supplenent. He‘s nade a great job of
it and should be very proud of
hinself. I know I'm singing his
praises but I‘ve seen all the hard
work and many hours of arm ache, head

scratching and yes, swearing that has
gone into it. Well Done Love! See you
all next month. ((Carol))

HEW PD DISC 116
I’m pleased to annouce that Smart+ and
Fluff is ready and waiting for you.
I've only just finished typing all
the instructions up for you.
Boy! Hy fingers hurt anyway its now
done and NOW available from Doug Webb.

Please note that this disc is only
suitable for nenbers who have a 6128
or 64k Plus conputer. ((Juhn))
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Fair Commen
PHILIP “Tigger” DIRICHLEAU

Groundlqoorlqat
121 Ripon Street

Lincoln
luNCS 7IVK3

IELL, IT LOOKS LIKE A LETTER, JUST

Seasonal Greetings Paul, I thought it
was about time I pressed a few keys on
the 6120 keyboard and see if I could
come up with something that looks
similar to a letter
After reading WACCI for the past

year I have been amazed at the number
of other people whom, like myself,
uust have been nade wary of using mail
order to buy computer equipment from
soue companies. It was in the early
days of 1991 that I lost (wrong word)
was robbed by a certain P.C. of over
£150, still it's water under the
bridge now. ((ducn/ —Pau1))
All this writing is naking me feel

very sleeeeeeeee, (ZZZTZ), sorry about
that, fell asleep on the ‘E‘ key
Anyway to get down to the reasons

for writing, I would like to say
thankyou to, Peter Campbell, Frank
Neatherway 4 Brian Key for their very
rapid response to all my questions and
to the fast delivery of orders. (Thank
goodness there are still genuine
people about.)

My wife said she would buy me a

Noden (to keep Ie away from the pub I
think!) so that I could contact 005.
(Wasn‘t there guns advertised called
005 many noons ago, or is it my brain
showing signs of age.)
Tine for yet another nince pie and

wee dram (hic). Have you ever noticed
how sticky keyboards can get when

you‘re eating mince pies
Anyway time to get back to the Noden

problem, could you ask Angie if she
could put an advertisnent in the
MARKET STALL for an Amstrad SN2400 or
equivalent model. I believe this is
the right Noden for my system
The system comprises: CPC 6128, 3",
3.5" drives ABBA A side switches, IDS

0-bit port, RONbox fitted with Naran
Protext, Promerqe+, Prospell, Utopia
and Parados (in slot 6). I also have a
Pace T8232 interface with Commstar
RONs.

Nust go now because the BOSS wants
me to try the Santa suit on, (it must
be shrinking a little bit each year).
Good job Santa is supposed to be a

roly-poly, I'll never get down the
chimney though, nust be something to
do with siting in front of this screen
for days on end eating those tasty
pies.

Eye for now

Steve Willcox
Hayes

0.5. Please find enclosed cheque for
£20 towards another years:- White
Artful Christuas Cake Icing, please
put excess into WACCI coffers.

((dearest Steve (note patronising tone
chaps}, are you sure you're feeling
all right or is this one cdristnas too
nany for you. Paul nas sent your
request of to ’tde Angie’

One quick question, what is a fully
grown nan doing climbing up an down

oninneys pretending to be santa? l
tdink it was sons of those pies you’ve
been eating —Pnilip))

DR STRANGELGVE IRITES
Dear Philip de Thing on a Spring, I
had a word with Paul tonight and be
reckoned this should be considered for
inclusion in FAIR CONHENT - ultinate
power is yours Philip de Snith,
prospective bubble of Angie - so I
shall note down the tale. ((1 have to
oddest feeling that too nany people
took that entire convent in the wrong
way. I could never narry Angela, it
would nean having to be related to
Arthur -Pnilip))
While some nay regret the inclusion

of adverts in WACCI there is a reason
Those advertising are doing so free
and they are promoting WACCI by
sending out WACCI publicity leaflets
with ALL orders for Anstrad goods they
get. There has already been a good
response ((Tnere has too -Pau1)) and
these fall into two sections. Those
that want the free copy to see just
how professional WACCI is and those
that are looking for sonething to
replace their monthly fir now that AA

is no more. The advertisers have also
nade some special offers to us neubers
in pricing. Further to this, Paul is

also going to get some posters printed
which we can ask local small computer
shops to put up advertising WACCI. We

need to grow and this has been an
ongoing programme since the WACCI

Fair. Nore Nenbers will allow Paul
more financial freedom and we all
should then benefit fron it

Now the tale. We all see adverts in
the local press and on shop cards
offerrinq CPC's with monitors and
software "no seperate iten offers"
being required and the resultant price
being a little high to say the least
I thought on this and the answer seens
to be that if you, Dear Nember, want a
464, 664, 6128, one of the two Pluses,
a printer, Rombox or whatever then
utilise the free advertising space in
the local plethora of free weekly
newspapers and other local press. What

you want is the itemis) at affordable
prices, not to pay for what you don't
want along with what you do. So I put
an advert in the local paper, cost me

nothing, and I set the prices I was
willing to pay. This limits the
responses but if they call you‘ve got
the prices set already. 50 here is the
advert:-

WANTED Amstrad CDC 6128 paying 10.00.
WANTED Amstrad CPC 6120+ paying 15.00
WANTED Amstrad CTN 644 paying 10.00
WANTED Amstrad CN 14 paying 15.00
WANTED Amstrad 0MP 2000 paying 10.00
WANTED Anstrad DNP 3000 paying 10 00

With the usual 15 free words per
advert you’ll probably need two

clipped advert copy forms from
previous weeks issues. I used two

forns for that lot and it went in the
paper.

The phone call response was
therefore pre-geared to those prices
and the outcome was that a CPC 6128
with a CTN 644 was available for

’ £20.00 and was I interested in a
CITIZEN 1200 as they didn‘t have a UHF

for £10.00. It then turns out that
really they wanted to get rid of the
whole set up and so for £50.00 the
outcome was - ((See over -Pau1.))
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10.00 - CPC 6128 with Manual
and CP/M+ master discs

10.00 - CTM 644
10.00 — CITIZEN 120D with Manual

1 - 8 Bit Printer Port
1 — AMI Mouse, Manual and Software
1 - Extension cables
1 — Yonbo 8 Slot Rombox

l - R0005 ROM

1 - PROTEIT ROM with Manual
1 . PROMEIOE+ ROM with Manual

((b’ditors note : I’ve had to cut out
the rest of the list or it would have
filled the rest of I'air Comment. There
was a whole load of software -Philip))

Yes there are a few things there that
don‘t interest ne but would you have
refused? I think not. The point is
they wanted a low price and fell in
with the advert and got a sale while
the free advertisers that offer
hmstrad set ups at 150.00 and more
don't get any takers. Set out what you
want and what you’ll pay for all to
see and you’ll be suprised at the
results.

A corollary of this were the two
phone calls that wanted to BUY from me

at those prices from young lads -
bemoan the lack of reading standards
- but it does show that there is an
interest in the CPC range. barking
back to the first paragraph, you will
now comprehend why we are pushing for
a wider public knowledge that a

worthwhile publication supporting the
CPC is still being produced.

And in conclusion a Happy and
Prosperous New Year to Freddie (get
back on the phone soon), to the
Bloxwich Bovine (at least Brains is
understanding), to Charlie (perhaps
you can return or reply to all those
who sent you cash or discs whilst All

reported continuously that ROBOT P0

was ongoing), to the chap of Penguin
PD who does a brilliant take off of a

certain person, to Paul (who we all
take for granted and shouldn't) to
John (who I always seen to phone while
he is on the throne) and to Peter (

you still ain't got it in your advert
so -phone 041 554 4705 for the
"DES Progranmers Guide" which is a
good read and well worth the £2.50 -
Credit Cards accepted and answer phone
set to accept orders).

Roy Everett
Braintree

«hello Roy, 1 'm glad someone has
finally explained the sudden increase
in adverts. I know that sane menbers
have been concerned about this but, if
it increases the PM! readership,
then it has to be a good idea.
Free adverts for Consoff now. on,

I '11 let it pass, this once —Philip))

STREEETITICCCHHHED PRINTING

Dear Philip. In Fair Conment in the
January 96 issue of thCI several
menbers were talking about the
stretched effect on print-outs when

using 24-Pin and Ink Jet printers.
I had the sane problem when I

purchased my printer, an Epson LQ—100

Ze-Pin. Apparently, this occurs
because 9-Pin printers use a line feed
in increments of 1/216in whereas 24

Pin printers and Ink Jets use a line
feed in increments of l/lthin. For
normal letter writing this doesn’t
pose any problem as the standard line
spacing of 1/6in is easily achieved by

using 36/216iu on 9-Pin and 30/1001n
on ZI-Pin and Ink Jet printers.

The problem arises when you come to
print out Clip Art and Graphics as all
the programs are designed for 9-Pin
printers. However, there is a progran
that will print out graphics and clip
art without stretching then. This is
"Pageprinter" which is available on
disc from Goldmark.

It works well with 24-Pin printers
and I would imagine that it would work

just as well with Ink Jets. The

program has to be used in conjunction
with Microdesign and Microdesign Plus
as all the graphics have to be
converted to " .011" files before
printing. This is easily acconplished
using the Microdesign Conversion
Program on the MM disc.

The biggest drawback with
"Pagepriuter" is the length of tine it
takes to print out but the finished
quality is excellent. Regards

Ron Boreham
Pembroke Dock

PS. Ihave included print-outs of a

clockface. One is taken direct from
Microdesign and the other is put
through the "Page Printer" progran.

«hear lion, you're right. Direct from
Ilicrodesign, the cloclr looked very egg
shaped, but from Page Printer, it’s
actually circular. I believe the

program is now available from t'nmsnft,
or so I ’ve been informed -1’hilip))

«hi there Ion, just a small point I’d
like to add if I can butt in here
Philip - be sure to save the film files
as complete pages as PagePrluter won’t
work with sections of a page. It is an
excellent program. -iau1))

STRETCHED PRIMTIMG AGAIN

Dear Philip, In response to Derek
Osborn‘s question about Canon BJ200‘s
ability to print digitised pictures, I
can confirm your diagnosis that the
problem is in the line feed. I have no

experience with graphics but I have a

bit of software which has a printer
test which includes a picture and the
BJ produces perfect results so
obviousely the solution is in the
software. I seem to remenber a similar
problen raised in past WhCCI's which
was solved by Goldnark. I note, too,
that Comsott has Proprint which has 9

and 24 pin printer drivers and Page
Printer for 24 pin and inkjet driver
for MicroDesign Plus
Filling BJ200 cartridges is a piece

of cake and much easier than reinking
ribbons. There are kits available from
£16 99 downwards which contain either
a couple of squeezy bottles of ink or
a syringe plus a bottle of ink.
Basically the nethod is as follows

Locate the plug impression at the top
left of the right hand side of the
cartridge-the side near the mounting
slot. Make a small hole in the plug
impression with a screw hook or
sinilar. If using a syringe, fill with
15ml of ink. Push the syringe well
into the cartridge-you will feel some

resistance-squeeze and the job’s done
You don‘t need to plug the new hole
but a bit of sellotape will do the job
if you're nervous. If you buy a kit,
hang on to the syringe or sgueezy
bottles because refill ink can be
bought for about £6 a bottle, enough
for two refills.
Incidently, I recently suffered the

dreaded stretched belt syndrome which
put the 6120 out of action but it‘s
better now thanks to A J Howard's
excellent belts and instructions
Tricky to do but an interesting
experience.

Best wishes
Ron Hobday

Bedford
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«hear Ron, thanks for the nethod of
filling the Ink t'artridge. I’ll give
one word of warning about it though.
Syringe needles are near dangerous and
nust he treated with care at all time.
[oh is also potentialy lethal i!
accidently injected. i'his is about the
only way to refill a cartridge, but do

so with ertrene care. Adults only sort
of thing -Philip))

[HAT'S OUT THERE THEN?

Dear Philip, I will keep this as brief
as possible. Can we have an article
done by someone in the know of what

other 'zines are available to fellow
CPC users besides WACCI, CPC User and
CPC Southwest. Can we have an updated
list of others available so that we

can support them.
Cheers

Peter Curgenven
Cornwall

«Excellent idea Peter. would any
nenhers who run a 'zine, be it paper
or disc, drop he a line to the Fair
t'onnent Address. Also, if any member
knows of a still running ’rine, would

they also let ne know. I ’11 report
back next nonth -Phr‘lip))

((dye up Peter, it’s ne butting in
again. You just nay well renenher l'dh’

ronrucomo nagarine reviewed last
month. well it ’5 closed down after
only one issue. here at kht’t’l I ’n
happy to give anyone a plug out really
I ’n thin/ring of playing a harder line
as this is not the first tine this has
happened. l'on Ileill should have called
it the Fulfil/6‘0”. I look forward to
the list — maybe we can review one
with a hit of staying power. -Paul))

RAY NEAL : PLEASE READ THIS

Dear Philip, at the end of Ray Neal‘s
review in the January WACCI, you
mentioned the two booklets he had

produced as an index for AA and ACU.

At one time I thought of doing
something on the same lines but it
seemed to be a pretty hefty and time
consuming task and I've always put it
off. Is there any chance of getting in
touch with Ray and getting copies -
I‘d really love to have them.
Merry Christmas Past and a Happy and

Prosperous New year to you Philip.
Patrick Hanlan

Liskeard

Merline-Serve/IQID, Brympton Cottage, Brunswick Road,
Warthing, West Sussex, BN11 3NQ. TeVFax 01903 206739

}it:
Recycling CPC Goods

Merline-Serve
Merline-Serve is a non-profit making service run by
CPC enthusiasts, for CPC enthusiasts. We supply
software and hardware no longer available from the

commercial software houses and publishing
companies.We stock many books, magazines,

fanzines, ROMS, hardware, software (both games
and utilities) on disc, tape and cartridge. Our items
are in good working order, or your money back. We
will consider swaps, part exchanges and purchases
ourselves. Ifyou can’t get hold of a CPC item, then
try us, because we have probably got what you want,

can get hold of it or know someone who can,
We also run King Arthur’sDomain, a disc based

PD library containing over 200 discs. For a
catalogue. send a disc (3” or 3.5”) and an S.S.A.E.

to the address above.
Merline-Serve is now offering a standard 10%

discount to all WACCI members. To get our latest
catalogue, simply send an A5 S.S.A.E t0 the address

above, and we’ll get one on it’s way,
‘

...iememl1ernuni%discount.
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«Hello there Patric/t. those two
boo/{lets oi Ray's have been entrenely
useful to ne, as i said under the
article. Ilov it Pay would be kind
enough to send ne copies of the Master
Files, I 'ld be pleased to print out
copies [or any nenber who vants then.
[that about it Itay, hon about letting
others tate advantage of your hard
WI". oh yes, I ’ve alnost vorn the Ad

version out vith so nuch use -Philip))

«mu 1 'n halting a habit of this
aren’t l.’ Vhy not put the tiles in the
library for all nenhers to dip in to.
Well it’s a thought. -Paul))

BABANI AGAIN

Dear Philip, I recieved the enclosed
tron Babani this norning for an Shit.
As you can see, it is still possible
to obtain thier books from then
directly. I have done so several tines
in the past and have found then very
efticent. For nany years, I worked in
an office just accross the road tron
The Granpians and I have actually
visited the prenisis.

Best wishes
Alan Carey
Carshalton

((l’hants Alan, lost appreciated. I
didn ’t ltnov Pabani did that nany boots
and on such a variety of subjects.
Should any other nenbers wish a Babani
Price his! and order torn, their
address is thus:

Hernatd Babani (publishing) ltd
the dranpians

Shepherds [lush Road
toudon
vs 7”

Drop then a line and an Sht’. It night
he vorth your vhile. -Philip))

((l’ll not butt in here. -Paul))

IESSAGE FOR PETER KILNER

Dear Peter, I have received your
letter and I'm looking into your EPIC

problem at the moment. I'll contact
you as soon as I‘ve found out what's
wrong.

Philip Dikichleau
Fair Comment

«Dear Philip, I ’1 very hopeful of an
EPIC article appearing in a ”(TI near

SBIT
THEMAGAZINEFORALLSBITCOMPUTERUSERS
Yes, ifyou'xregot aCPCora SAM,aC64or a POW,aSpectrtlm,orwhatever".if it is an 8-bitatheart,8311‘ is foryou
File-swapping, E-mail, DTP,Best Buys,SourcesofSoftware andHardware,Repairers, ClubNews etc-
Only £1.25per issueBi—monthly

From:BrianWatsonHarrowden,39High Street,Sutton,ELY,Camb-CB6ZRA
Tel: 01353 777006Fax: 01353 778865E—Maell:

Brian©spheroid.demon.co.uk
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you soon. I know that nany nenbers
have struggled with EPIC but others
rate it highly. -Paul))

THAT SECTOR EDITOR ARTICLE

Dear Philip, I feel I nust thank John
Cooper of Luton for his interest and

the offer of a loan of the article on
Sector Editing by John Fairlie, so
perhaps I nay have one or two lines of
Fair Consent to do so. ((You’ve not 17
to do it in. Generous, arn’t l -P))
Many thanks John — I do appreciate

your offer. I could not contact you
direct as I do not have your full
address. thank you too, Philip. for
the assurance that the article should
be with us soon. I look forward to it
with interest.
happy new year one and all, if it's

not too late by the tine you read
this.

Yours sincerely
Bill Allison
Stownarket

((l ’1 wording on the article hill.
1 have to he sure it’s accurate, since
Sector Editing can seriously danage
data on a disc if I get it wrong. I
uon’t though, I'll get it right
do the subject of nenhers addresses.

I have no prohlen with puttino a full
address under a letter, but only if
[’1 requested to do so. Soae people
quite understandably, do not like
their address plastered across the
pages of Ir’rlt't‘l -Philip))

THE GERNAN VERSION

Dear Philip, I have only been a nenber
of HACCI for a short while but nust
say how pleased I an that I joined. It
hnstrad is to be kept alive by a group
of enthusiasts then long let RACCI be

it's hub of connunication.
I an writing for a reason. I own

several CPC 6128‘s that I use for
different reasons. One of these
machines is a German nodel that has
got centronics style sockets on the
back instead of the nornal edge
connector that host of us are used
to. I want to connect an anstrad DHP

2000 printer to this but have failed
to track down the correct lead. I have
been told that the connections for
this lead are different to a standard
centronics lead. I do not wish to
danage Iy computer by fitting the
wrong lead but have yet to find anyone

f ADULT ADMISSION
24 (Adults) £3 with this voucher
£2 (children) voucher not valid
Only one voucher per person

TMSVOUCHERQANBEPHOTOCOHEDANDREPRWTED
Jan '96 2 North East NorihumbriaCentre, Washington. Dist 12

Midlands National Motorcycle Museum, J6 M42
13 Workso Basseilaw Leisure Centre, Eastgaie
14 Milton eynes Stantonbury Campus Leisure Centre. V7 H3
20 Midlands NAC (R0 al Showground) Stoneleigh
21 London Tolwortn ecreation Centre, A3. Sumiton
27 North East Northumtxia Centre, Washington, Dist 12
28 Scotland Mitchell Theatre, Charing Cross, Glasgow

Feb 3 NonhWest Haydock Park Racecourse, J23 M6
4 Harrogate Royal Baths AssemblyRooms, Crescent Road
10 Bristol Umversiiy oi the West of England, J1 M32
)1 Midlands Nationa Motorcycle Museum, J6 M42
17 Worksop Basseilaw Leisure Centre, Easlgale
18 London Tolworth Recreation Centre, A3, Surbi’lon
24 North East Nonhumbria Centre, Washington, Dist 12
25 Scotland Mitchell Theatre, Charing Cross,Glasgow

March 2 North West Haydock Park Racecourse, J23 M6
3 Midlands NAC (Royal Showground) Stoneleigh
9 Workso Bassetlaw Leisure Centre, Easlgate
10 Milton eynes Sianionbury Campus Leisure Centre, V7 H3
16 Midlands NAC (Royal Showground) Sioneleigh
17 London Tolworth Recreation Centre. A3, Surbiton
23 North East Nonnumbria Centre, Washington, Dist 12
24 Scotland Mitchell Theatre, Cnaring Cross. Gla ow

April 6 Milton Keynes Sianionbu Campus Leisure Centre, 7 H3
7 Midlands National otorcycle Museum,J6 M42
13 North West Haydock Park Racecourse, J23 M6
14 Harrogaie Royal Baths Assembly Rooms, Crescent Road
20 Bristol University oi the West of England, J1 M32
21 London Tolwor‘th Recreation Centre, A3, Suroiton
27 North East Nonhumbria Centre, Washington, Dist 12
28 Scotland Mitchell Theatre. Charing Cross, Glasgow
STAND SALES 0181 856 3475/ 0973 175 131

ALL FORMATS COMPUTERFAIRS LTD
BRUCE EVER-[SS - the loo! who invented compute! lair:

All Fairs 10 em. - 4 pm. Redemption Value 0.00001p

THE DIRECTORY BITS AND 8038

GOLDNARK SYSTENS, 3 OAKDALE, lELlYN GARDEN CITY, HERTS, ALB 70!
TEL: 01707 3217l1 '

Specialist software for the CPC. 10% discount off Software/hardware (but not
special otters.) llew CM 644 nonitors and 8—bit printer ports,

SENTINEL SOFTNARE, 41 ENNOHE GARDENS, EAST SHEEN, LONDON, SIH BRF

TEL: Didi 2811330 ‘ Ne! Phone Number *

10% off all software. Phone for upto date prices and lists.

H.E.C. (ANSTRAD REPAIRS), 47-49 RAILIAY ROAD, LEIGH, LANCASHIRE “7 AAA

TEL: 01942 261868/872424
Quality repairs with nost at standard charges. Free technical support, advice
i inforuatlon on all repairs carried out, 10% discount is available to “CU.

CRYSTALX SOFTIARE, ll VICARAGE VIEN, REDDITCH, IORCS 397 MP

Stellar Outpost, excellent strategy gane, £2.50 (tape) £3.99 (disc.)
Cheques payable to Angela Swinbourne please
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that can put me right regarding this
information. I would very much like to
here from anybody that may be able to
offer advice and help me to solve this
problem.
Is there any chance of you possibly

publishing a short article on the use
of the excellent program "POWERPAGE"?

I am sure that this would be of use to
others as well as myself.
Best wishes to all when l have met

through WACCI and for all the help
given. A big thank you to Anthony
Jordan.

Kind Regards
Anthony Taylor

Aylesbury

«hear Anthony. l’his is the [rind of
letter I like, since its easy for he
to answer and I an genetically lazy.
l'he pin—outs on the odd, ’0’ shaped
connected, should be the sane for the
nornal, edge on connected. I! you
put a '0' connector at both ends, then
it should wort fine, so long as you
get it the right was up. Even if you
don ’t, no panics, I 've known people to
think they’ve had sonething wrong with
the printer for nonths and all that ’s
happened is that the cable is in
upside down. do danage resulted to
either conputer or printer. Forgiving
little beasts arn’t they?
I ’ve been working on a PowerPage

tutorial for sone tine now, but it
never seens to turn out right. If
anyone else out there would lihe to
try, then I ’n sure Paul would he very
please to reeieve your efforts. dotil
such tine, though, I’ll keep on
working on ny effort Philip»
«done you PowerPage users, give us an
article or two or three that others
can enjoy. Philip can’t do everything
but never tell bin that. Whilst
telling about Philip, look out next
nonth {or a special article (I’ll say
no nore....) which includes image of
the said Philip. He doesn’t want his
picture published in WC] so we have
gone one better....
[fell this has been one of the

shortest Pair Connents since I 've been
editing then nagacine {JP nonths now.)
If you wish to see loads of adverts
filling the pages of moi then don’t
write in, however, if wish to see
Vht‘t'l full of interesting letters and
articles then get writing. —Paul))

CF2 DISK (ex-software house) £15.00 per 10
CFQ Crystal Boxes 15p each

AMSOFT 3" 10's DISK BOX £4.00
AMSTRAD MP3 £35.00
1000's of TAPES from 99p
Many DISK from £3.99

eg: THUNDERBIRDS £4.99
3" Head Cleaner £3.99

BUSINESS. EDUCATIONAL 8: GAMES
LIST AVAILABLE

FREE POSTAGE OVER £10.00

CAPRI MARKETING LTD

COMPUTER CAVERN
9 DEAN STREET

MARLOW, BUCKS SL7 3AA

Tel: 01628 891101 Tel/Fax: 891022
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

ADVERT DATEL ELECTRONICS LIIIITED

CPC Quick! The new disczine with a

difference. Packed with P1] games,
game reviews, cheats, tutorials
and the latest hot news, you're
guaranteed a very enjoyable read.
Plus at the price of £1.50 plus a

blank, formatted 3 inch disc, it‘s
definitely value for money.

The address: Ben Watt
2 Cuilken Bank
Penicuik
Aidlothian
EH26 GAP

All cheques/postal orders last he
payable to A0 RAMS.

Products available for the CPC:

Genius House Package £34.99
LCIUO Colour Printer £199.99
OCP Advanced Art Studio £22.99

Prices include VAT and MP is
£2.00 per order.

Payment by Access, Visa or by
sending a cheque made payable to:

Datel Direct Limited

Govan Road, Penton Industrial
Estate, Penton, Stoke-on—Trent,

5T4 ZRS

Tel: 01782 744701
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MARKET
STALL

Your are in the hands of:
AngieHardwick

23 Station Place, Bloxwich,
Walsall. WestMidlands WS3 2PH

Tkkphone:0l922449730

STEVE lILLCOX wants:
Modem Amstrad SM2400 or equivalent
model. Please contact Steve at 20 Hesa
Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 ZDP

PETER CURGENYEN wants:
Amstrad Actions 1 t 2

YACCI‘s,33,34,36,37,38 1 39
ACU‘ 5 Mar 86, Jan 86, Nov 85, Oct 85,
Sept 85 Aug 85, July 85, June 85,
May 88,1 April 85.
Amtix 1, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13 L 14
CYTA All issues of Vol 1, V2-2, 02-3,
02-4, V2-7, 02-8, 02-9, 82-10, 02-11,
03—1, 03-2, 03-3, 03-12, 04-9, 04-10
AND I still want comparator by
VERYSOFT (help)
Please contact: Peter at The Hollyar,
Bay Road, Trevone, Cornwall PL28

SQZTEL: 01841-520675

RACHAEL IUNMS wants:
RAM-ROM and an Eprom Programmer with
software.
Please contact: Rachael at 18 Gilwern
Crescent, Llanishen, Cardiff CF4 SAN

ISOBEL SIADE wants:
CPC6120 Keyboard only.
Please contact: Isobel at
41 Mhitecross Koad, Warrington
HA5 111 Tel: 01925 656724

TERRY ROILEY wants:
A cheap colour printer for a 464, may
part exchange for any of :— 464

keyboard, DMP 2000 Printer, Green
screen Monitor or Modulator
Please contact: Terry at 248 Hanley
Road, Sneyd Green, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs 311 60G

Tel: 01782 266057

ANTHONY TAYLOR wants:
DMP 2000 Printer (or equivalent) nust
be in good condition and a fair price
Also wanted are Pun School progrannes
on Discs. All versions
Please contact Anthony at 77 Anton
Ray, Aylesbury, Bucks HPZI QLK

Tel: 01296 433404

FOR SALE:

Genus Mouse 4 6128 Interface ( incl
padded case 1 eat) £8.00
DK Tronics Speech Synthesiser (464
version but tits 6128) includes disc
software, stereo speakers and can be
used as a headphone anp. £5.00
MP2 Modulator, 6128 Keyboard to
Television (not scart) £10.00
Magnum Light Gun + 6 game Disc £4.00
Pair of Amstrad Joysticks (perfect for
2 player games) £4.00
664 Keyboard Good Working Order ( incl
fitted 3" drive or will sell the drive
seperate for £10. £15.00
6128 Manual + 2 Systen Discs £5.00
Printer Splitter + All cables ( can
run 2 printers at once on 6128 -
slinline box with select switch £10.00
Set of Anstrad Conputer User Dust
Covers
SPECIAL OFFER:

I have approx 1000 genes 1 utilities
on tape. Including nany top titles,
rare titles, compilations and a full
set of Anstrad Action Covertapes. All
boxed originals I want to sell the
collection as a job lot. If anyone has
the space for a box the size of a
washing machine and can offer in the
region of £30.00 + P1P they will not
be disapointed
((6056, what an offer. -Pan1))

£2.00

DISC SOFTYARE ALL ORIGINAL A BOXED

: Money Manager (boxed with manual by
Connect Software) £3.00

, Atlast Database ( boxed with manual
128k inc Y/Processor) £3.00

. Protype 8y Arnor (boxed with manual
unbeatable quality) £3.00
Donzo Super Meddler L Hack Pack (with
instructions) £3.00
The Insider (for Multiface 2 with
instructions ) £3.00
Tasword 128K Hordprocessor + Taspell
(2 discs - manuals) £4.00
0GP Art Studio (boxed with nanual)

£3.00
, AMX Pagemaker DTP (incl large ring
folder nanual) £4.00
DISC GAMES ALL BOXED ORIGINALS AT

£2.00 EACH

116 Conbat Pilot, Purple Saturn Day,
Robocop, Turrican, Barbarian 1 L 2,
Chips Challenge, Power Drift,
Chase HQ, Hard Drivin, Pit Fighter
Dan Dare 3, Super Cycle, 30 Pool, MYF

Yrestlenania, Total Eclipse, Bad Dudes
via Dragon Ninja, Cyrus 2 Chess,
Batman The Movie, Bloodwich, Driller,
Corruption - incl Audio Tape, iieudish_
Freddy, Klax, OP—Rolt, Moonwalker,m Flight, Mighhreed, Knightforce,
Shadow of the Beast and many many more
just ask!!
Anstrad Action and Anstrad Conputer
jser; 1 have a nountain of these at
30p each. Just ask!!
Please contact: Kevin Williams,
4 Kingston Gardens, Beddington,
Croydon, Surrey CRO 411 0161 404 2445

FOR SALE:
CPC 6128 c/w colour monitor £15.00
plus post A packing
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Please contact: Bob Ford at
12 Plackwell House, Kilble Close,
Matford, Herts M01 801
Tel: 01923 442974

FOR SALE:' oundschlag Issue 12, Aastrad Actions,
16,22,39, 43, 112, 113.
RACCI Issue 21 ACU‘s Sept 89, Jan 90,
Feb 90, April 90.
All 50p plus post i packing.
Please contact: Peter Curgenven at The

llollyar, Bay Road, Trevone, Cornwall
P120 802. Tel: 01841 520875

FOR SALE:

. Loads of CPC itens - Tapes, Discs,
Magazines, Books. For List send SSAE

to T DAVIES, 8 Garden Suburbs,
Trinsaran, llr Eidwelly, Dyfed
SA17 4A0

FOR SALE:

9 AIstrad SM2400 Moden clw Constar Ron

good condition. £40.00
a Brunword Elite MKll £30.00

hearings on Disc £5.00
Trivial Pursuit Disc £3.00
Trivial Pursuit Tape £1.00

a trivial Pursuit (Childrens Version)
on Tape £1.00
OCT Art Studio Disc £3.00
Please contact: Bob Miller at
55 Den Lane, Springhead, Oldhal,
Lanes 01.4 41111 Tel: 0161 620 2118

FOR SALE:

Tapes at £1.50 each as follows:
Supersoft: Interdictor Pilot, boxed
with Instructors nanual.
Elite: Pirebird (Gold Edition) -
instructions and story book plus shop
identification chart.
Tapes at £1.00 each as follows:
Ocean: Daley Thonpsons Decathlon
(Joystick only).
Codeaaster: SD Starfighter.
Alternative Software: Spitfire 40.
Mastertronic: Canelot Warriors.
Mastertronic: Reveal.
Ansoft: The Galatic Plague by
Indesconp.
Tapes for the cost of postage only as
follows:
Codelaster: Fruit Machine, Ocean:
Ralbo-First Blood Part 2,
Mastertronic: Curse of Sherwood.
Please contact: Isobel Swade at
41 Hhitecross Road, Harrington
Cheshire was 1LT

Tel: 01925 650724

5

FOR SALE:

LPl Light Pen (colour Monitor only)
unused

_
£1.50

Colour Ribbon for Star L010 unused
£2.50

Kolbo Rolbor for Plus I/C needs
attention nay never work again. Galble
for boffin £4.50
AMS Joystick very little used £1.50
J12 Joystick very little used £1.50
110003 2.19 Ron and RODOS Extra (disc)
both for £7.50
Tapes as follows:
Protext on tape £3.50
Mari Maths )geonetry age 9-15) £2.00
Soft 119 Role budget) 2 tapes £2.50
Soft 905 Matercalc £2.00
Soft 917 Entrepreneaur, conplete
business start up kit (2 tapes) £2.50
Soft 960 '0’ level Physics revision

£1.50
Art Studio Colour Printer driver £2.00
All the above plus 50p towards pip.
The following tapes are free. nariaun
three per person £1.00 plp per three.
Galactic Plague, Powerplay, Kew

Zealand Story, Joe Blade II, Shanghia
Karate, Sword Slayer, K Anagrans,
Sultans Maze, Aninal Vegeatable
Mineral, Tineaan One, Bridge-it,
Easi-Answord, Fruit Machine, Poland in
the Caves,.0sprey,
Please contact: Doug Paterson at
3, Teall Court, Ossett, West
Yorkshire. MP5 0P0 Tel 01924 260347
between 12noou and Zn or 5pa to 7pa.

FOR SALE:

Genuis Mouse conplete with DKTronics
Interface. £21.00
Advanced Art Studio (3“ disc) conplete
with nanual £6.00
Both itens together £26.00
Please contact: Doug Webb at
4, Lindsay Drive, Chorley, Lancs,
PR7 20L. Tel: 01257 411421

FOR SALE:

6128 Keyboard and Colour Monitor,
together with Colour Printer, MOII,
Prospell, Multiface, Electronic Studio
Pen program, all nanuals and some
books, naster discs and DR Logo.
£150 ono for quick sale, buyer to
collect. Tele: 01703 892456 and ask
for Dave. MB Hanpshire area.

«The following are available fro:
i/ACL'I 170, please ring re 1101' Angie to
book the software or write 1'! you
“'50. I'aeverso. Jail!»

Disc based gales:
2-1101 to handle (2 discs) £3.00
Arcadia (3 discs) £4.50
High Engery (2 discs) £3.00
Snash TV £1.50
Super Sil Pack £1.50
Disk 50 (50 gaaes) £1.50
G-Loc £1.50
Minter Sports £1.50
Intergral (4 gales) £1.50
Donanzo Bros £1.50
Mega Sports (2 discs) £3.00
Escape frol Singe‘s Castle £1.50
Run The Gauntlet £1.50
Exolon £1.50
Turbo Challenge £1.50
Rebulus £1.50
Rrestle Mania PM? style £3.00
Antir Accolades (4 ganes) £1.50
Return of the Jedi £1.50
Bataan £1.50
Janes Bond Licence to Kill £1.50
Giants (2 discs) £3.00
Kung Fu 11 £1.50
Silk Horn £1.50
Suprene Challenge (5 ganes) £1.50
R-Type £1.00

Disc serious
‘ Fun School 5 to 7 year olds £2.00
5 Fun School for the under is £2.00
a Keyword £1.50

2 Mo DMP4000 ribbons both for £2.00

STOP PHESS....STOP PRESS....STOP PRESS

There is a little change going to take
place to Angie's club duties due to
the patter of tiny feet. Before you
lot junp to any conclusions, Angie
will be fostering a wee tot, just 4le
she tells ne. This will sake heavy
denands on her tine (4 hourly feeds to
start with) so she needs to shed sone
of her workload.
She will still look after the Market

Stall and the Convention but is
dropping typing duties for Philip and
Fair Connent. Therefore all disc based
letters go straight to Philip and all
typed/hand written letters should cone
to ae as Jennie will becole Philips
new secretary.
Obviously Angie's ability to answer

the phone will be solewhat restricted
as you are bound to ring just as a
feed starts. Also, she light be taking
forty winks, catching up on her sleep.
So I reckon it will be best to drop
her a note as to your requirelents and
only ‘phone as a last resort. -PanJ
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It’s that tine of year once nore. Enrisfnas has gone and the new year is upon us
all. Tine for another slightly askew glance back at the 1ast year of VACCI. It’s
also that fine of year when those who think that VACCI is a little too stain;
night just get a surprise. release, one and all, to the yearly 'Iets have a good
poke at VACCI’, connonly called, BJasf iron The Fast

COVERS

That’s the bit that first greets you
as you impatiently rip open the
envelope, casting bits of brown paper
across the floor. Eleven in total
(Paul forced us to piss a Ionth
because he wanted a holiday), and the
usual mixture of humour, surrealism
and clipart. One major change was the
new logo, done on a PC, which is
slowly growing on he. is for the best
cover, I reckon issue 86 or 90, for
their awful play on words. The worst
cover nust go to Issue 94. It cane as
a bit of a shock to see that new logo
and, matched with the picture in
question, it did make NACCI look
somewhat like the 1995 Beano Annual

INSIDE FRONT COVER

I oft wonder how nany of you actually
read this bit. It's where you can find
out where to get help on many subjects
(including Dawn) and a contents list
(NACCI gives its readers what they
want), but there is little else I hear
people call. Nrong. Try looking a

little more closely. This is where you
can find out just how bad a nonth our
dearest editor has really had. I mean,
he didn't even change the copyright
from 1994 to 95 until aid-year, and
then the last five had to stay
unbolded until Decenber. Better luck
next year Mr Editor Sir.

We had a couple of new Helpline
nenbers this year though. Clive
Jackson and Tie Rayner both.
Unfortunataly, Chris Green and
Laurence Saunders both dropped out
after nany years service. ’Bye chaps

THANK AND STUFF
He started the year with Nike Lyons
retiring (bad news there) and ended it
with Paul promising not to up the

price of the nag. In between that, we

had connents on the Convention,
Binders, the Convention, NACCI job
vacancies, the Convention, Anstrad
Action folding and lots note about the
Convention. We also had Paul messing
around with the NACCI-Chap on the top
and being unable to resist the
temptation of some very bad jokes.

FAIR COMMENT

Paul and Angie were doing it to start
with (maybe it would be better if I
had phrased that in a different
manner), with a note at the top
stating that ‘This POST Is Extremely
Vacant‘. Tough. They had to wait for
quite a few months before soneone
wonderful stepped in and saved then
from a fate worst than CPC Now. There
were the nornal sorts of argunents,
connents, spelling mistakes and even a

couple of very interesting argunents
Oh yes, I took over in September,
almost forgot.
There were sone right royal letters

throughout the year, some anusing,
some not so amusing and sone downright
confusing, especially for Paul, who
admits to the Technical Knowledge of
your below average hanster

COIIENTARY

January started with an owl, it
finished with Canpursoft. Sonewhere in
between, we had a lot of other things
Paul told us that Mike Lyons had
finally retired and that Clive appears
to have vanished and then confused us
all by added an extra Thanx and Stuff
page and forgetting about the Coupo-
Page. He didn‘t even have a good
excuse, blaning it on poor John Bowley
and the Royal Mail. Fair Connent was
the usual sort of thing, with
progressively worst headers to the

BLAST FROM
‘

THEPAST
letters. Alan Tilling was going on
about KEY and KEY DEF, John Keneally
nentioned Disc Sector Editing and
Richard Smith confused ne totally with
some Machine Code. Meanwhile, on the
other pages, David Crookes mentioning
PD, Angela Cook talking to her
conputer (sounds nornal) and Ron

Izett/Douglas Thonpson helping us
along with Hail Merging. Ah yes! Next
page. Ron lzett, again, Blast Tron the
Past. It‘s tempting, but I shall
refrain from reviewing it. Finally, we

had something silly about Operating
Systems and Bob Noffatt trying to
review a printer, failing, and getting
a good story instead

I’m not going to bother listing entire
issues, it nakes for dull reading and
ever duller (is that a word?) writing
So, lets see how much can be gleaned
fron February shall we? Bad Joke on
the cover, nothing new there
Competition Spot was back, with John
in danger of crying away the weeks
The ‘Fair Connent Paul' conpletely
sucked up a Protext Loader for poor
Patrick Hanlan (I just love rubbing it
in), and Clive hinself sent in a

rather cold letter that had an awful
lot that could be read between the
lines. ((Nnat do you nean? ~Pani))
February also decided to present us

with the true feelings of our
computers for their users whilst Bob

Hoffatt continued to attenpt to review
a printer and continued to niss the
park, poor youngest son. David Crooks
gave us some 1995 predictions, one out
of three isn't too bad I suppose, Mark

Johnson did manage to review a printer
and Angela Cook reviewed Fluff, which
is odd, if you think about it. Oh yes,
a certain DiRichleau finally joined
NACCI of his own accord instead of
picking his mates copy, as he had done
for the last few years (naughty boy).
March reared its head and started

badly. The Nike Lyons retirement
letter led off Fair Connent. Paul
continued to have fits of pleasure
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over the convention, someone paid for
the convention hall (who, who, HBO?)
and the membership figures went up.
Alan Tilling continued to lust after a

National Lottery Min, Bob Moffatt
finally reviewed the HMO, Ian Parker
introduced us to Obit Mart, and Dennis
Francis confused me with a Mystery
story. Oh yes, there was also a review
on Brunword Elite and Better Than Life
(Red Dwarf VII starts sometime in
February, don't call me when it‘s on,
please).

April, Copydate my Birthday as it
happens, had Paul telling us when the
convention was, bits about Machine
Code, Very Basic Basic and Bob Moffatt
not reviewing a printer but going on
about Drive Belts in his usual style.
Another Story appears, so did instant
Text, thanks to John Meneally. Route
Planner was reviewed by Ian Parker and
Richard Fairhurst was reviewed by
Angela Cook. Yup, every system should
have one, a portable Richard who can
be packed away when not required.
Hello, someone very strange appeared
on the helpline for the first tine.

May lumbered into view, with a truly
bad cover joke, there was a working
ABBA switch with only one error,
Trevor Lawrence Bored with a Cat, poor
noggy and Angela Cook (that girl gets
everywhere) had a go at her Dad (which
is a good idea). John Hudson told us
the history of cursing keys, Bob
Moffatt did something Moffattish with
Mastercalc, and Steve Coops tried to
make a pedal powered CPC. The year was
getting increasingly strange.

June arrived, warn, wet and with an
even worst play on words on the MHCCI

cover. Paul reported the closure of
AH, the closure of Arnor and that
someone was trying to blow up someone
very strange. I wonder who that night
have been? John Bowley created an odd
puzzle for us, A future F/C editor
appeared in F/C, on the easy side for
the moment and Isobel Swade Glimpsed
the future. Master Librarian Bowley
Supplemented an Update (77?), Brian
Goddard predicted a believable future
and Alan Tilling Deafened his function
keys.

And lo, July dropped through the
letter box. AA had just closed, Paul

was making a valiant effort with F/C
and Peter Campbell showed us how to
make BT even larger profits. Richard
Fairhurst gave as a cut from his Diary
and someone reviewed a book. What's
this, another ABBA switch? Can you fit
two to one computer?

But what happened next month. Paul
decided he was tired of life and
wanted to be strung up, so he denied
us an issue of MACCI, two whole months
without a HACCI. Make his pay, that's
my motto. Mind you, he did give an
excellent introduction to the new Fair
Comment Editor. Meanwhile, David
Crookes debated who shot the Anstrad
(Probably the ex—wite), Richard wildey
told us about the Campursoft VLM (Very
Large Ronbox) and, oh dear, soneone
let us all know how to use the
Helpline better. More about Machine
Code and no Alan Tilling. Indeed,
MHCCI was not going to be the sane for
a while.

Octobers issue arrived, in October.
This was not BACCI at all, right on
time, month after month? Hard to
believe. The convention had just
happened and the issue was very
Conventional. Something very strange
had happened to Fair Comment,
something very strange indeed. Hell,
someone very strange anyway. Mould
MACCI ever be the same again? Carol
Howley victimised poor old John,
MHCCI went looking around the Internet
and Sphinx appeared for the first
time. If you want to know who Sphinx
is, look at the story pages, there's a

clue there. Ian and Hon Izett found
sone Frequently Asked Questions,
Angela Cook finished a trilogy on
Magazine History and Frank Meatherway
pruned a Family Tree (Sounds like a

psychopath to me).

Hello November. I think Paul took pity
on the world and decided to Cull the
MHCCI membership. Why else would he
change the logo without telling
anyone? What on Earth is that? I
suppose it grows on you after a while.
Mike Lyons appeared in Fair Comment

once more, as a victim this time and
Angela Cook reported on the Convention
and nearly got herself lynched by a

couple of people. A HACCI Questionaire
appeared once more, Paul is really
asking for trouble, Sphinx continued

and so did some Frequently Asked
Questions whilst Part one of Isobel
Swades Givers blessed our pages

And finally December. Paul told us how

much HACCI cost, Carol and John Bowley
gave us some christmas clues and
something very strange happened to the
Fair Comment Editor. I thought it was
only Paul who got his name wrong.
Don‘t you believe it. Just who are
Richard, Tigger and Flip, that's what
I want to know. David Crookes gave us
the Fanzine idea and Alan filling was
back, at last, sorely missed too.
Angela Cook got Labelled (as what?)
and Charley‘s Diary appeared again.
There was an awful lot of stories this
month, though, an awful lot. As it
happens, I got slightly run over as
well, by a large vehicle. As for the
driver, SHE was host upset. So was I.

THE BEST BIT

Always a difficult one to choose. From

a Techie angle, I find myself swinging
towards Paul (Mr Very Large Ronbcx)
Collins and his ABBA switch. I‘ve done
this little mod to quite a few 6128's
and i can now nanage the entire
process in under half an hour. Purely
for humour, Bob Moffatt's printer
review (or not as the case may be),
takes the prize.

AND THE IOHST BIT
Missing MACCI for a month because Paul
wanted a holiday.

IM CONCLUSION

It's been an interesting year. Paul's
Editorship has gone from strength to
strength, there have been some
excellent articles, peculiar letters
and a new logo, which is, I admit,
slowly starting to grow on me.
Since we‘re stuck with it, I suppose I
don't have an option. On a downside,
there were the odd issues where the
fiction content was overdone somewhat.
The quality of the fiction is quite
acceptable, I just have to question
its place in the pages of a computer
magazine.

Ill FINAL CONCLUSION
MACCI is still alive, still here and
still going strong. Keep up your subs
and whoever does this column next year
will, I hope, be able to say the same
thing. «I hope so too. -Pau]))
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Written by Alan Tilting, 65 Lawrence Road, Altrincham, CheshireWA14 4EL

I hope everyone is replete after stuffing theuseives with turkey; [hristuas pud
trifle etc. Just to start the New Year off I’ve a question for you that do
they call the bird we eat at Christmas in that country which is the next one
along to dreece? yer] we can’t all get good questions in our crackers can we?
Please don’t send he the answer, just treat it as the thought for the day.

RECAP

if you have been following this series
you now will have a menu, an exit
routine and a means of entering data
fron the keyboard. You wont be able
to do much with it but Rome wasn‘t
built in a day. ((hon’t know, I wasn’t
on that joh - Paul)) The next
sections of code to be discussed are
the save data to disc and the load
data tron disc routines
hora Lees from Birmingham has

written asking if it is only the
wording that needs to be altered to
adapt the progran to run on a 464. I
must confess that I don‘t know at the
moment. I don’t think there are any
changes needed (other than changing
the word disc to tape in several
places) but if there is please let me

know.

SAVE DATA T0 ERR... SAVE DATA

That is probably the easiest change to
make, just stay vague. It's no good
having to type in all the data each
tine you cone to use the program so
the obvious thing to do is to save it
This is just what the next routine
does - see program 4.
Line 3030 sets up black writing on a

green screen. I've got a different
screen colour for each routine. I
don‘t know why but it seemed a good
idea at the time but now I'm not so
sure. 00 ness about and modify the
code as you think fit so that you end
up with a program that you like

The following line is obvious but
notice that there are three spaces
after the word "saved". This is to
stop the name that you enter getting
written on two lines.

hell count crops up again in 3060. In
fact it crops up several tines and
always does the sane job. 3060 sets
count to 1 to make sure that the first
datun is saved. (The first datun is
in fact in count = 0 but I found that
confusing so I started everything at
1. how lines 3070 to 3100 form a

while/wand loop. (Notice how 3080 and
3090 are spaced in one space to make
the looping more obvious).

3000 :

3010 ' titttxtt
3020 :

3050 OPENOUT filename;
3060 count:1
3070 HHILE english$(count)<)"*"

3090 countzcouut+i
3100 HEND

3130 CLOSEOUT

Program 4

Save data to disc

3030 INK 0,0:INK 1,9:HORDEK 0:CLS
3040 INPUT"Please enter name of file to be saved

3080 WRITE #9,engiish$(count),latin$(count)

3110 english$(count):"i":latin$(count):"*”
3120 WRITE i9,english$(count),latin$(count)

3140 PRINT:PRINT"Data saved to disc":PRINT:PRINT:CAT
3150 PRINT"Press any key when ready":CALL LBBlE:GOT0 140

tittxtfltutu

",filenane$

OPEN UP THAI DOG HOUSE

Well the next statement isn't open up
but openout and the output file that's
opened is called what ever you called '

it in the previous line. Openout
OPENS a file that will eventually be
OUTputted. Remember last tine, the
program kept track of where it was by
increasing a variable called count.

This explanation certainly applies to
a disc based machine but I don't know

if the tape systen is the same so I
must assune it is.
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PIGEOHS IN THE PARK

In this explanation, every time you
see disc read tape it it applies to
you. 3080 says write to stream (or
channel) number mine, the contents of
both englishs and latin: each at
pigeon hole number - whatever count is
(count is the nerve centre of these
routines). The following line notches
1 on to counts score ready for the
wend in 3100 to send Basic back to its
associated while in 3070 which checks
to see if englishs is a t and if it is
not then it goes back into the loop
If it is thenr control is sent to the
line after the while and carries on
from there. 3110 and 3120 set
englishs and latins both to a t and
then writes then to the disc (tape)
This looks like another piece of
faulty coding because if the last
entry wasn‘t a t then the loop would
not have been exited. I think the
last instalment of this program will
be on how to clean it up! After the
saving is finished, Basic CLUSEs the
OUTput file, prints a little message
so you know what is going on and the
shows the CkTalogue to prove it.
Invites you to press a key and then
stops the program with the firmware
call — wait keypress - .40010. when
the key press occurs, control is sent
straight back to the menu.

TAPE USERS ONLY

(If you‘ve got a disc machine. what
are you reading this for?) It would
probably be wise to change the word
disc to tape in 3140 and change cat to
gosub 6010. In the next line, 3150
omit Primt"Press ..... ready":call&bb10
leaving line 3050 as goto 140. This
means that after the last item is
saved and the file is closed, a little
message is displayed and after a short
delay caused by the subroutine at 6010
the menu is displayed ready for the
next section.

DELAYS DELAYS DELAYS

Because there are little messages to
be read every now and again, instead
of writing delays all through the code
I‘ve written just one and directed the
program to co to the SUBroutine each
time it is needed

4000 :~
4010 REM tttxtttxt
4020 :

4040 CAT

“,filename$
4060 OPENIK filenames
4070 coumtzl
4000 VHILE NOT E0?

4100 count:count+1
4110 NERD

4120 CLOSEIN

4140 00500 6010:60T0 140

Load data from disc

4030 Ihk 0,0:IXK 1,16:BORDER 0:CLS

4050 lNPUT"Please enter the name of the file to be loaded

4090 INPUT #9,english$(count),latin$(count)

4130 PRIHT2PRINT:PRIXT filenane$" loaded"

Progral 6

”Hi“

6000 :

6010 ‘ xxx delay tttxttxh
6020 :

6030 FOR delay:0 TD 1000
:KEXT delay
6040 RETURN

Program 5

Program 5 shows the delay subroutine
and it works because even though it
works so quickly, the computer takes a

definite time to count from 0 to 1000
The return puts control back to the
statement after the one that sent it
away.

LOADS-A-DATA
When you have painstakingly typed in
the data and then saved it, you need
to load it back from tape or disc or
whatever you are using. Program 6 is
the load from whatever section of the
program. Let‘s have a gander. ks
before the first few lines give the
title, rem'ed out of course and set up
an orange screen. The less said about

OPEN an Iliput file.

that, the better. The program then
automatically presents the ChTalogue
of the disc. I would suggest that
tape users omit line 4040. 4050 and
4070 are similar to before but 4060 is

This is the same
as before but now its for inputs
rather than outputs. The while/wemd
loop is controlled by detecting the
end of file marker at the end of the
data. This is put there automatically
by the computer when the file was
saved. There is little more to be
said that would be different to the
last section. This seems a good place
to stop for this month. Next time we

can get on to the actual translating
section and probably have a bit of
data to work on.

So ’till next month, bye AIan

The next hjt Is for those who can't
read.

STOP PRESS....STOP PRESS....STOP PRESS....STOP PRESS....STOP PRESS....STOP PRESS....STOP PRESS....STOPPRESS....STOP PRESS..
Stuart dascojgne has received an order for fijcroflesign clip art discs but has njsJaid the order/cheque. If you are waiting
for Hieroflesigo In for Stuart then please let his know. He, by the way, prolises to he good in the future. -Pan1
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The ABC of PD
THIS MONTH: WORDS GALORE

Hello and welcome everyone. first of! I would like to wish each and everyone of
you a happy new year. I hope that you have all recovered from the nountains of
turkey that you no doubt had (well I did anyway!) and a1] the late night parties!
Anyway, on with the show

PD DISC 61

This is the first word games disc in
the library and is packed with no less
than eight games and four utilities.
So there‘s plenty of fun for you word
puzzle tans out there! A word of
warning - before you can start to use
the disc you must put a copy of
BANKHAN.BIN on it from your CP/h
naster disc (side i).

SCUTYLE

This is the first game on the disc and
is for two players. Each player gets
twenty letters randomly chosen by the
computer which are scattered across a
board. The letters are worth a certain
amount of points and the player with
the most points wins. There are
various options to chose from at the
start. If you chose to load the master
dictionary at the start, he warned -
it loads in four parts. Although this
is not all that slow it does spoil it
a hit. Another bad point about this
game is that if you have got a green
screen (like myself), it is very hard
to see the letters - this spoils the
gane even further! 6 out of 10

YOU CANNOT BE SERIOUS!

Another for two players, this game is
played to the rules of tennis. Again
you have to load either the master
dictionary or a dictionary from the
list given. The Iaster dictionary
loads in one less part than the one
for Scuttle.
Points are lost or gained by each

player guessing letters in turn, with
the computer randomly choosing the
words. The computer also starts each
word. You score as in the game of
tennis. Also you can blitz your

opponent by trying to guess the
complete word. Very addictive

overall 7 out of 10

DOUBLE CROSS

Yet another game for two players, one
of which can he the computer. Letters
are pre-generated diagonally on the
board, which can contain a maximum of
100 letters. The aim of the game is to
create three—letter words by placing
more letters on the board.
Each player in turn gets a new

letter which has to be placed in an
empty space. Words can run in any
direction (forwards or backwards). The
letters turn ,into points — if the
letters are all the same colour the
score is doubled. The big disadvantage
with this is if you have to use a

green screen. 4 out of 1d

STEAL

This is yet again a game for two
players, just like the rest of them,
so I think that it is about time that
I stopped starting off with that
introduction!

You start off with a 15x15 grid
which can contain up to 200 letters
randomly chosen by the conputer. Each
player in turn removes letters from
the grid by making up words. You can
steal letters from your opponent
provided that your corresponding
square is empty. The game is hard to
start off with but gets easier.

Overall 5 out of 10 '

CROSSFIRE

Each player starts off with an 8x5
grid. The aim of the game is to form
words across or down by placing

letters in empty squares. The letter
in play may be selected at random by
the computer or may be chosen in turn
by each player. This is a fun game and
I would recommend it. 7 out of 10

JAI
At the start of the game you can
choose if you want to play against the
computer or someone else. You start
off with a board of 11x11 squares. The

aim is to form words by placing
letters in empty squares. The letter
may be chosen at random by the
computer or in turn by each player
There is one word to describe this
game - brilliant! 10 out of 10

SET

This is exactly the same game as You

Cannot Be Serious. A Blue Peter
"Here's one I made earlier"if ever I
saw one! 7 out of 10

IORD IARS

Have you ever played Battleships? Tell
this is played in the same way, except
that you use words instead of ships
Great fun. 3 out of 10

UTILITIES
There are four utilities on this disc
- Anagram generator, dicduup, dicsort
and dicced.

ANAGRAI GENERATOR

Create anagrams from words

DICDUIP

Select and load ASCII
dictionaries into nenory

or binary

DICSORT

Examine wordfiles and check contents.

DICCED

This brilliant utility allows you to
do all sorts of things with word tiles
and dictionaries. ((Harl))
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THE ANGELA COOK
'

INTERVIEW

THIS MONTH IT’S PHILIP DIRICHLEAU

he chops frozen sausages with a hachsan destroys hIochs of cheese with a saw;
owns a senile silicon disc and heats his flat with a hair dryer. Can this really
be the eccentric side of Philip DiPichlean, our very own hair Consent Editor? I’m

afraid so.

INTRO

This month’s interview I decided to do

a little differently, mainly because
the person in question is a little
different. Rather than being the usual
question—answer format, I thought an

expose night he more in order. With
that in mind, I set off for Lincoln in
my dad's van (that's a story in
itself) to find out what the real
Philip DiRichleau was like. I braced
lyself for a whirlwind, but this is a
whirlwind like no other

THE GROUND FLOOR FLAT

Philip lives in a small flat in
Lincoln. I don‘t think I will reveal
the extent of his aging years here, as
was planned. Suffice it to say that
Richard wildey, upon meeting him at
the Convention, thought Philip was 18.
Richard Hildey is quite, quite wrong
Act 18 maybe. .

Philip is quite possibly one of the
nest infuriating men I have ever had
the pleasure to meet. He is a self
proclaimed male chauvinist and
extraodinaire, is divorced and has two

lovely young girls. Jayne, his eldest
daughter at six years old, is still
attempting to overthrow him about use
of the computer. Jayne is rapidly
gmwMginm arupthN mcm,jmt
like her father. Is the world ready
for a female Philip Dikichleau? It had
better be.

DID YOU BUMP INTO TIGGER?

Those of you who collided with Philip
at the Convention in September will
know what a truly gregarious and
effervescent character he is, and will
also note his strange ability of
leaving foot prints on the ceiling.

Dave Caleno likened him to Zebeedee,
but I'm too young to remember The

Magic Roundabout
Philip is an extremely friendly

person, he will quite literally talk
to anyone about anything. Once he got
a wrong number and spoke to the bloke
for two hours - so the only fear you
should have about his help line offer,
is how you are going to pay the
telephone bill

THE NE! JOB

Philip first really invaded HhCCI by
taking over Pair Comment from Paul and
Angie in issue 93, much to their
relief. "The thing with Fair Comment,"
He explains, "is once you've started,
it's like you've been doing it since
the dawn of time." So he‘ll already
know my dad then.
Pair Comment is a big job, which

takes up a lot of time and effort,
Philip manages to fill about six pages
each issue with all your letters.
"Angie helps a lot. If she didn't type
up all the handwritten letters, I
don‘t think I would ever finish."

30 what happens to our letters then?
Well, one way or another they are put
on disc, and arrive at Philip’s. He

loads then into Protext, checks them,
lays then out, then works on the
answer. This can involve searching
through old magazines and books,
calling around people to see if they
can help, collating information, co-
ordinating efforts, and sometimes
keeping peace on the pages of WACCI

Philip also lays out some of the other
articles to help take the strain from
Paul, we don‘t want to wear our Ed out
too soon. ((what do you nean too soon,
I prefer never. -Paul))

TECH-HEAD

Philip is a self-confessed techy. He

has an admirable all round computer
knowledge, good prograaning ability,
and a healthy interest in taking
things apart. The silicon disc was in
his flat for three whole hours before
being dissected; it put up a brave
fight.
Philip‘s computer set up is novel

His nain nacbine (a 6128 he calls
“Mother“), is assembled in a wardrobe
That sounds weird; it is. A shelf is
chained to an open wardrobe, on which

sits his keyboard. The monitor is
firmly wedged into the right, the left
containing discs. Above that is a

shelf on which sits his Star LC-10,
and more discs. Philip's computer is
only slightly modified. One of the
personalisations being a red and

yellow internal disc drive. Did I
mention he was strange? Did I need to?
Philip has many other computers, too

many to list or see, including a 464
called "Baby". It is one of the
earliest models of 464 you will find.
Philip's father bought it, the first
in Lincoln, ran a business on it when

hmstrad Action said it was impossible
given it more use than a HACCI

printer, and it works perfectly. It
even still has the hole in the side
where coal is shovelled. Is this
Philip's prize possession? Somebody
once offered hin £400 for it and he
refused to sell. This is one dedicated
CPC fan.

AND FINALLY...
It amazed me just how accurate I was
when I labelled Philip as "Tigger". He

is certainly the only one. My mum

thinks he's a nutter, and he is, but
he's a nice nutter. If Philip doesn‘t
laugh at this (kill me more like it),
I know Angie Hardwick will. 'Til next
month, have a good time, and write a

letter to Philip. Angela Cook
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THE CPC EMULATOR
INSTALLATION SECRETS

There seens to be sane trouble in getting this enulator running; and getting 6P6
software copied. I have written sane installation prograns unicn are available on
one of the PD discs. The disc contains all the original files {V 0.9), the
installation prograns,{to install to A: or 6:}, and a help file which erplains
what to do. It you already have tde enulatur then follow the instructions in this
article.

INTRO

I apologise in advance that some parts
of this article will be very obvious
to some people, but as the CPC and PC

are quite different I feel that I
should explain the terns that I an
going to use, and the way in which PC

discs work. I an assuming that the
hard disc is the C: drive and the 3.5"
floppy is the A: drive, if this is
not so on your nachine, then please
substitute other drive identifiers for
h: and C:. Each instruction will be
given on a line of its own and ended
with [enter], this obviously means to
type in the connand and press the
enter key, (well I did say sone of it
would be obvious).

DIRECTORIES AND SUBDIRECTORIES
Whereas on the CPC discs are split up
into 16 user areas, on the PC you can
split a disc, (hard or floppy), into
different directories and sub—

directories {figure 1}. host its seen
to be set up so that the DOS prompt
shows Drive and current Directory ie

A:\ root directory of A: drive
c \DOS nos directory of C: drive

The connands used in relation to
directories are :-

ID NAIE nake directory of NAME

RD NANE renove directory of NhHE (be
careful as this is
non-recoverable)

CD NANE change current directory to
RAND

CD\ change current directory to
ROOT directory

CD NAIE1\NAIE2
change to directory and
sub-directory

co.. change directory one level up
(from C:\CPCENU\DISC to
C:\CPCENU)

INSTALLING THE ENULATDR

If you are installing to the A: drive
then you will need to have a blank
formatted 3.5" disc ready. If you
have got the new PD disc iron HACCI,
then you need not do all the following
stuff, all you need do is put the disc
in the A: drive, and type

CINSIALL {enter}
or

AINSIALL {enter}

depending on which drive you wish to
install to.
I would not install on the A: drive

as it will load sonewhat more slowly,
and the installation on C: only takes
up about 1/2 a uegabyte
These instructions will install on

the C: and will copy all the files
exactly the sane as the new disc iron
the club. You will need to be at the
DOS pronpt (exit NINDDTS). Tron RDDT

directory in C: drive

ND CPCENU

CD CPCENU
[enter]
{enter}

Tron C \CPCENU type

ND DISC {enter}
ND ROI {enter}
ND TAPE {enter}
ND UTILITY [enter]

This will create a directory structure
as in figure I

Now type:

byNic Rayner

DIRECTORY STRUCTURE

PCENU

DISC

05 TAPE

RON

INDDNS

UTILITY

Root Directories Sub

Directory Directories

Figure l.

THE CONFIG FILE
In the C:\CPCENU directory you will
find a file called CPCEND.CFG, this is
a configuration as shown in figure 2
(for reasons of space I have taken out
the connents and only left in the
actual inportant bits). This
configuration file has a couple of
things that can be changed

DRV_A = filenale
the disc inage in CPC h: at startup
DRV_B = filenale
the disc inage in UPC 8: at startup
DSE_JOYSTICK : YES

do I really have to say
USE_EIS = YES

Use Expanded Renory (works faster)
RON_BLDCKS = nunber (names of then)
loads CPC rons

Most of these are either obvious or
will be explained later, the only one

COPY A:\CPCENU\‘.‘ C:\CPCENU {enter}
COPY A:\CPCEIU\RON\‘.‘ C:\CPCENU\RON {enter}
COPY A:\CPCENU\DISC\‘.x C:\CPCENU\DISC {enter}
COPY A:\CPCEIU\TAPE\‘.3 C:\CPCENU\TAPE {enter}
COPY A:\CPCENU\UTILITY\3.* C:\CPCENU\UTILITY {enter}
COPY A:\CPCENU\CPCREAD.EXE C:\CPCEIU\DISC {enter}

This should colplete the installation.
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:CPCEIU.CFG

SBOW_CONFIG = YES

ROM_PATH = .\ROM

TAPE_PATH = .\TAPE
DISC_PATW : .\DISC
DRV_A : CPCPD1.DSI

;DRV_B = CPCPD1.DSI

PRINTER : PRINTER.PRN

TAPE_BYPASS = YES

nrsc_nxrass : N0

DISC_SPEEDDP = YES

DSE_JOYSTICY : YES

OSE_EMS : YES

RAMSIZE : 128

PIO_PORT_B : t00111111
VSYNC_CT : 0

GENINT : 300

SCA_UPD_CT : 6

ROM_BLOCIS : 3

;romnum: file: offset in file
255 ZSOCPC.ROM 010000
0 200CPC.ROR 0x4000
7 ZBODISR.ROM OXOOOO

Figure 2.

that needs explanation now is the bit
about EMS memory. On the PC there are
(or were until WINDOWS 95) several
ways of addressing memory, there is
the base memory (up to 640k), there is
the Upper Menory Area (between 640k

and 1024k, this is where it is
possible to load DOS and other things
with a good memory nanager), and

memory beyond 1024k. This last bit can
be addressed in two ways, as Extended
Memory (IMS) or Expanded Menory (EMS).

If you have nore than in (1024k) of
memory, and almost all new PCs have,
then the enulator will use this to
switch pages of memory into, which

will mean it runs significantly faster
than if it does not,

RUNNING UNDER WINDOWS

I have found that the emulator runs at
very much the same speed under WINDOWS

as under 005, the only difference I
have found is in one or two programs
which are doing a complicated graphics
feature and naking sound at the sane
time(ie MONOPOLY when it is rolling
the dice and making a dice rolling
sound), these seem to be in older
programs, and it slows down a bit, but
it also slows down in DOS, just not
quite as much. I think that this is a

feature of the way the emulator
handles sound. If you want to run
under WINDOWS then start WINDOWS and

from the PROGRAM MANAGER select FILE,

and then NEW. A box will come up

saying:

PROGRAM GROUP

PROGRAM ITEM

select PROGRAM GROUP, and create a

group called EMDLATORS(in description
part, leave the Group Eile part
empty). This new group will then come

up and will be selected as the current
window, you then go again to file, but
this tine you select PROGRAM ITEM. A

box appears with:—

Description
Conmand Line
Working Directory
Shortcut key

and a series of boxes on the right

OK

Cancel
Browse
Change Icon
Help

Select Browse, a box showing the
directories on C: will come up, select
C:\ by double clicking, then go down

to the CPCEMD directory, and double
click that. You will now be shown the
directory structure of that directory
on the right, and the files in the
current directory on the left, select
the file CPCBMD.EXE on the right, by
double clicking, this will fill in the
Connand Line part. Type in the same

directory C:\CPCEMD in the Working

Directory part, and AMSTRAD CPC into
the Description part. If you want an

icon, click on the Change Icon button,
a message box will appear saying no

icons available for file click OK, and

it will take you into a display of
icons, select one and you will have

setup a program group and iten in
WINDOWS, and iron now on all you have

to do to run the emulator is to double
click on it‘s icon. I have also set
mine up so that the AMSTRAD disc
copier can be run from an icon. As

above select the EMDLATORS group, then
FILE, NEW, Program Item, Browse, C:\,
CPCEMU directory,; You now select the
DISC sub-directory, and the

CPCREAD.EIE file. Next type
C:\CPCEMU\DISC into the Working

Directory part, and CPC DISC COPIER

into the description part, you can

also select an icon it you want to.

COPYING AISIRAD DISCS

The reason that the CPCREAD.EIE

program was copied into the DISC

sub-directory is that it copies the
AMSTRAD discs tron the A: drive into
the directory where it is, unless you
change the target directory. When you

copy a disc, you will first have to
make a copy of the AMSTRAD disc onto a

3 1/2 disc (unless you have a PC that
can read 3 inch discs), you then run
the CPCREAD.EXE program on the PC,

this is set up to read from A: and

save to whatever filename is shown, I

would suggest that you use descriptive
names ie STOPRESS.DSI for STOP PRESS

etc. You should always use the file
extension .DSI, as the program is set
up to look for that file type. When

you copy a disc the program creates a

disc inage in the \DISC subdirectory,
using whatever name you specified,
these disc images can be treated
exactly as you would use discs on the
CPC, CAT, LOAD, SAVE, RDN etc all work

as on the CPC. You can also create as
many blank disc images as you want by

repeatedly copying a blank disc,
cheaper than buying them. I have tried
some funny formats, but I have only
been able to copy DATA, VENDOR, or
SYSTEM fornat discs, no funny formats
that I have tried have been copied

COPYING EXTRA ROMS

You can put copies of other roms that
you have into the emulator, to do this
you nust nake a copy of then on the
CPC, then transfer them into the PC,

they should go into the C:\CPCEMU\ROM

sub-directory. You should use the .ROM

filetype, Once you have the rons
copied into the sub-directory, you
will need to change the configuration
file. The changes you need to nake are
(figure 3} to change the number of
Ions fron 3 to however many you are
putting in, underneath you enter the
-nunbers that you want them to start
as and the file names you have saved
then as. You do all this from the
editor at the DOS pronpt, before you
start the emulator. You will probably
save each rom as a seperate file, and

therefore the offset will be 0x0000
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ROM_BLOCKS = S

;romnum file offset
255 ZSOCPC.ROH 010000
0 ZEOCPC.ROH 0x4000
7 Z80015K.ROH 010000
1 UTOPIA.ROM 010000
2 PROTEXT.ROH 010000
3 HAXAM.ROH 0x0000

Figure 3.

for all of them, the offset is how far
into the file each rom starts. There
will probably be very little point in
making copies of roms like ROHDOS as
there is no way to get disc images of
larger format discs, it might even do
some harm (I doubt it, I suspect that
the emulator would crash, but I do not
know for sure). There are some other
roms (VIDI video digitiser etc) that
there would be very little point to
copying, as I suspect that connecting
the equipment, while possible, would
be a total nightmare.

USING THE EMULATOR

It you are running the emulator under
DOS then change to the C:\CPCEHU

directory, and type CPCEHU, this will
start the emulator. If you are running
it under windows, just click on its
icon. When you start the emulator, it
will check whether you have a

joystick, EMS memory etc. You will
then see the familiar AHSTRAD start up
screen, there are four FUNCTION keys
that you will need to use :-

FZ - Screen Blanket
F3 - Change Disc (select disc image

file and AMSTRAD drive)
FE - Hard Reset (like the yellow

button on a Hultiface)
F10 — Exit (goes to control screen)

In the bit about the CONFIG file there
is a list of things you can change,
you can select a disc image to have in
each of the A: and B: drives at
startnp, all you have to do is change
the filenames, and in the case of the
B: drive remove the semi-colon before
it. This means that you can set the
emulator to start with for instance
STOP PRESS disc in drive A: and a STOP

PRESS data disc in 3:, or you could
have a spreadsheet disc in A: and a

data disc in 5:. You can COPY, ERA,

etc files between disc images exactly
as if they were discs, the only thing
that you can~mot do (as far as I know)
is to copy a disc image back onto a

disc, so you can transfer data from
the CPC to the emulator, but not the
other way. It you print anything it is
saved into a file called PRINTER.PRN,

not actually printed out. The file is
in the \TAPE sub-directory, this means
that you can load the file into a PC

word processor and print it out. I do

not think that you will be able to do

this with graphics output, but you
could try. is many programs
(especially games) come on funny
format discs, it is useful to be able
to make multiface copies. With the
emulator you can run mnltiface copies
of programs by using the ANTI-
MULTIPACE program, which is available
on PD disc 68. There are some games
that do not work in the emulator, they
seem to be ones that are making
certain PORT CALLS, I have no idea why

these do not work.

SOME PROGRAMS THAT IORK

Hatrir Spreadsheet
Stop Press
230 Sin
Advanced Art Studio
Starwatcder
”onopoly
Scrabble
Anti Hultiface

SOME PROGRAMS THAT DON'T

A7991 ”anseii
500cc Grand Pris
Southern Helle

AND FINALLY...
This emulator seems to be a very well
done piece of software, and it is
being updated continually, apparently
there is now a version 1.00, the
version I have is 0.9. It seems to run
at about the same speed as a CPC on a

ZSMHz Si 486, and on anything faster
it runs quite a bit faster, except for
odd things like running sound at the
same time as tricky graphics

lie

SD MICROSYSTEMS
(Dept Z) PO Box 24, Attleborough

NorfolkNR17 lHL. Tel (01953) 483750

The CPC, PCW and PC Specialists.

Software:
Wide range of programs including
Business/Accounts,Payroll, Word
Processing/DTP, Databases, Utilities
plus a budget range from only £5.00,
all available on 3", 3.5" and 5.25" disc.

AUTHORISED LOCOMOTIVEDEALERS AND
TASMAN SOFTWARE RANGE STOCKISTS.

Suppfies
Blank Discs, Lockable Boxes, Printer
Cables and Ribbons, Labels and more.

NEW! 3" DRIVEREVIVERKIT....£10.00
Drive belt, Cleaner, DIY instructions.

Hardware:
3.5" Disc Drive packages from £75.00
24 pin Colour Printers from £199.00

Disk transfer service CPC<>PCW<>PC
Send a SAE for our current catalogue
stating computer type and disc size.
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ARE YOUSITTING
. communism

when using your one, if you often find that your eyes go funny, you get a uric/r
in the neck, or your hack aches, you night just he doing sonething wrong. Angela
Coo/r takes a look at how things should he done.

INTRO

Being comfortable, and safe, whilst
using your computer are two very vital
elements of modern—day life. Many

people do everyday things incorrectly,
and are damaging their health by doing
so.

You should be seated correctly, with
your back straight. How many people
do? I'll confess first, I don't. ht
this moment I am slouching down in a

very comfortable chair, and do not
want to move. I should be sitting up
straighter, making sure that I do not
have a severely bent back and
shoulders. I should have a seat that
offers the proper lumbar support, and
it should also be height adjustable.
The one I am on at the moment is, but
my normal chair is not, I've nicked
dad's. oh well. Also, if your feet do
not touch the floor, get some sort of
foot rest, even if it is only a box or
an offspring.

KEYBOARD

Your keyboard is another matter. You

should be at the right height so that
your elbows are at right angles when

typing, you shouldn‘t be way above or
below the keyboard. You should also
not have to stretch to get to type at
it. I got that one right
You should also get up and have a

wander around every hour, to relieve
the tension in your back, arms and
legs, because of sitting in a more or
less fixed position for long periods
of time.

So I am sitting properly in the
correct sort of chair, with my foot
rest (okay, so it is the floor), at
the correct height for my desk, and am

not stretching to reach the keyboard,
but now my eyes hurt...

SCREENS

The screen is probably the most

important part of your safety check,
it is, after all, what you are looking
at all of the time. The first thing to
do, is make sure that the screen is
clean. Cathode Ray Tubes (the
thing inside every nouitor and TV that
makes it work) attract dust. This will
probably build up over period of

flu, thm wu nmidm mmh
Therefore, CLEAN YOUR MONITOR

REGRLARLY, and your glasses too, if
you wear then.
Your monitor should be at least

twice the diagonal size of the screen
(about 2 feet in other words) away,
but not far enough so that you cannot
read the writing. Your screen should
also be at eye level. Many users
have their keyboard and screen on the
sane surface, meaning that they are
looking down at their screen. It is
much better, not only for your eyes,
but also your neck, back and shoulders,
to have it a level above

You should also make sure that your
screen is crisp and clear, not blurred
and fuzzy. I had this on my old Plus
monitor for a long time, and it drove
me nuts ((I thought you were nuts
already— Paul)) (I must be, I write
for WACCI!) How did I solve the
problem? I got a new nouitor
If you need reading glasses, you

should wear then when using the
computer. If you are in any doubt
about your eyesight, it is always wise
to get an eye test, and tell your
optician you are a computer user, it
is very important not to strain your
eyes. (If you can afford it, ask
for an ertra pair with a V0” focal
length - Ron). If you use computers at
work, your employer has to pay for any

tests, and the treatment (usually just
a different pair of glasses) if needs
be. ((Seeya right, eh! -Pau1))

R.S.I.
Cari has a Ganeboy. He used it non
stop for about three days, then
complained that his eyes hurt and were
"funny". Also, his thumbs hurt, where
he had been pressing the buttons. He

trundled off to the doctor, and the
verdict was that he had RSI,

Repetitive Strain Injury (or Rather
Serious Indigestion), ( also ny
initials, so why not Rotten Suh-
editorial interference? -Ron) caused
by looking at the Ganeboy very closely
and attentively for long periods of
time.
”It was slightly painful, I kept

rubbing my eyes, and they hurt when I
tried to concentrate on something. I
also felt incredibly tired all the
time," Says Carl, on RSI

Part of the cure for this was to
have a light on, this reduces the
stress of the eyes on any screen,
which is why many cinemas now have

their lights on low during a film
Having said that, it is also
important not to have reflection on

the screen if you can help it, try
moving your monitor to different
positions in the room if you can.
Another thing to do, is to rest your

eyes every five to ten minutes
Nothing painful, singly looking
around, making your eye muscles do

some sort of work, focus on something
in the distance. If your monitor is
facing a wall, try putting a mirror
behind it, so you can focus on
something in the distance behind you
- or can‘t you stand the sight of your
ugly mug? (Speak for yourself)

One good way to help the contrast of
your screen, and overcome glare, is to
buy an anti—glare screen, available in
all good computer shops (unlike CFC
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STELLAR OUTPOST

lsuallyo 1 don’t like rating one gale against another.

The Review by
Philip DiRichleau

It doesn’t see: very fair
to :9, especially when you start rating full-price, professional gales against
low—priced, so called 'hoae- hrew’ prograls. Tut saying that, I don’t like the
’hoaebrew' title either for that latter, it always seels to inply that such
prograls are less than professional. That saint I'l about to do just that

TIIE TRAVEL lITH DIR

Stepping back into the mists of tile,
which is fairly easy for me since ny
6128 doesn‘t just rarefy the chronons
it the atmosphere around it, it
completely destroys them, I find a

full priced sci-ti gale called
Rebelstar. A strategy game as it
happens, which involves a base,
robots and a lot of thinking. A quick
julp back into the present day, and

I‘l now looking at STELLAR OUTPOST

tron Crystal l software. 0n the
surface they look quite sililar. Or

do they? Both are very professional,
both are enjoyable, and STELLAR

OUTPOST is far cheaper. That's lore,
the lakers of Rebelstar long since
abandoned the CPC, whilst Angela
Swinbourne and Crystalx, haven‘t

THE EXCEPTION OR THE RULE

A game review in TACCI is not the
norl and, as for myself, I don't
always welcome them. We're serious
users after all, and never play games
on our computers, (so why have I got
just over two hundred of them) but
this might just be the exception

STELLAR OUTPOST isn't just fun,
it‘s a teaser as well. Some games are
dull, you play them a few tines then
they sit around, gather dust on
Forgotten Philips (RACCI 91, PAGE 23)
and are never played again. I've got
a feeling this one might actually be
a little different

TEAIIORK TIRE

You control a team who have to
transport down to a base to recover a

‘security item‘. Just what this

'security iten' is was never
explained to them because they didn't
need to know. There are problens, as
always. To start with, there are
these nasty (but oddly cute looking)
aliens lurking around and they are
very hungry. I bet you can‘t guess
what they like to eat. Secondly, the
power is out, and you‘ve got to
switch it back on again or you aren‘t
going to be able to go hole. Tasty. I

lean, what sort of Captain sends down

a search team without a way of
getting thel back again?
There are three troopers, a medic,

two navigators and two engineers,
each with a specialist duty. The
three troopers are the real fighters
Higher stamina than the rest, and a

better constitution. The navigators
are those who use the trackers you
can pick up, the nedics' make you all
nice and healthy and the engineers
fix things. They also break them as
well. They do need to, believe he

EASE 0F IOVEIERT

Roving these little sprite people
around is easy. Just use a joystick,
or set keys. To difficult key presses
to remember. This means you can give
your full attention to getting that
so called 'security itel‘ and then
going home again, back to Captain
Bligh. That‘s if you live

IN CONCLUSION

As a pure strategy game, this one is
fun. It's also a good way to pass a
few afternoons whilst you're working
out a new way to use Protext. That
could be a problel. Stellar Outpost

light get in the way of ProTert. With

this around, I don't know if I should
urge you to get it. With a different
gale every time, full save game

option, a rapid turn over of moves
and an addictive style, it night just
get in the way of what we TACCIites
should be doing.

THE PRICE?

But what about the cost? Well, it's
going to cost you a massive two

pounds sterling on tape, and a huge
3.99 on disk. Tait a loment. That's
cheaper than the cost of blank discs
in Lincoln. This is a getting bad for
Techies like me. So, where do you
get this bit of Techie—Destroying
software free?

CRYSTALX SOFTIARE

11 Vicarage View

Redditch
Worcestershire

397 4R?

Oh yes, and Angela, who wrote the
gale and sells it, requests very
politely with a baseball bat in her
hand, that cheques and postal orders
be nade out to A. Swinhourne, since
she can't cash then if they‘re made

out to CRYSTALR.

AND FINALLY...
So, the final question. Is it worth
it. Well, lets see. Yes, it‘s worth
it. This game is enjoyable, fun, and
is going to make you think a little
Don‘t let that latter put you off
however. It lay be a thinking gale,
but it's so simple to use that you
stop realising that you‘re actually
having to think about it. Philip.
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Dear All, If you have Hicroflesign Plus and Parades you night have been finding it
a tad annoying in that due fails to co-operate iith Parades. In which case you
will he deprived of using all those fancy disc threats with this rather nifty DIP
package. therefore, I have written a little progran to solve your prohiens

MICRODESIGN +
- MEETS
PARADOS

Thanks to Robin Tanner
((Please renenber only to rake the
nodificatlons to a copy of your
nna raster disc. -Paul.))

THE PROGGIE...
This program alters the loader file
for HD+ so that it recognises Parades
and therefore allows the use of the
large disc formats as well as
preventing the annoying read error
messages that can occur.

When you try using my program you
will be presented with 2 options

OPTION ONE...
The first is to just running HD+ with
the alterations just in memory. 1

would recommend you use this option to
test whether your edition of MD+ is
compatible with my program. If they
are compatible then I would recommend
using option 2.

...AND OPTION Tlo
Option 2 saves a new loader file onto
your HD+ disc. Before selecting this
option you will need to have made sure
your 50+ disc is not write protected
and that the "DISC." file is set to
Head/Write. The new file replaces the
original "DISC." file, which becomes
"Disc.BAK", and should nake AD+ and
Parades totally compatible

AID FINALLY...
I believe the only versions of HD+

that you might have are V1.412 and
V1 413 which are both recognised by my

program. If you have another edition
you could try altering my program, but
you will require a reasonable
knowledge. of machine code. If you
don‘t feel up to the modifications or
need any other help, with the program
then you can try. telephoning me on
01778 343236.
I hope this program is of use to

someone out there! Robin tanner.

THE PROGRAM

‘Parados t HicroDesigu Plus
'Compatibility Solution

1

2

3

4 ‘by wow
5 '(c) 28.10.1995
6 .

10 MODE 1:PRInT“Insert HicroDesign Plus disc!“:CALL £0818
20 MEMORY &3FFF:LOAD“disc",A4000
30 FOR addr:h4700 ro £4795:READ a$:POXE addr,VAL("t"+a$):NEXT
40 HoDE 1:?RINT'HicroDesigu Plus"
50 '

60 I? PEEK(&4041)=&11 THEN GOTD 120
70 ‘

80 PRINT"Version 1.412"
90 a=&63:b=&8F:romchh=&4063:reset:&415D:ad:h4550
100 0010 160

110 ’

120 PRINT"Version 1.413"
130 a:t60:h=&8C:romchkzt405h:reset:&415A:ad:A4555
140 GDTO 160

150 ‘

160 FOR addr=ad T0 ad421:READ a$:POKE addr,VAL("A"+a$):KEXT
170 POKE h4780,a:POKE ad+14,b
180 FOR! romchk,iCD:POKE romchh+1,&66:POKE romchk+2,&9
190 POKE reset,lCD:POKE reset+2,07:PDKE reset+1,(ad ADD 256)—26
200 ’

210 PRINT:PRINT”Parados Conversion code by KAPDH":PRINT:PRINT“Dptions"
:PRINT:PRIKT”1) Test Parades compatible HD+“:PRINT“2) Save new loader
file for HD+":WHILE i$<"l" 0R i$>"2“:i$=IHKEYS:HEHD:IF i$:“1" THEN

CALL 04000
220 SAVE"disc.",b,A4000,&796,&4000:PRINT"Ruu DISC to test alterations!"
230 '

240 DATA FD,EI,DD,56,01,21,78,09
250 DATA 06,03,1A,DE,CA,00,02,FD
260 DATA as,cs,50,44,5r,r3
270 DATA ES,CS,2A,TD,BE,SE,16,00
280 DATA 21,7P,SC,0E,41,DP,00,03
290 DATA C1,E1,11,00,30,C9
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AMfiI’EAD
.mmmfig

Antnre Publishing used to produce Anstrad Action, Connodore throat, Your Sinclair
and a few other nagazines that have now closeob
remaining readers.

THAI LOVELY CITY

I went to Bath, where they
surreptitiously keep their offices,
for a week‘s work experience. I did
this for several reasons;

1) I want to write for a living, I
don't care what it is, a review for
PC Guide or a dirty story for
P1ayboy...get me into print

2) I wanted to meet Simon Forrester
(Amstrad Action, Commodore Format
and ST Format, now running around
shouting "I‘m out of work"), Karen
Levell (AA, CF and now STT), have
Golder (AA and CF too, new STX),
and other people I have spoken to
and heard about

3) I used to work for Amstrad Action
(not that that has really got
anything to do with this bit), and
wanted to see more how a magazine
is produced, and gain experience in
this area.

So, for a whole week I was going to be
working at one of the many Future
buildings in Bath. I would be sorting
out advertisers, rearranging
deadlines, hiring and firing, managing
magazines - just a little book review?
The proverbial pie, was extremely high
in the even more proverbial sky.
For the first two days I was there,

I read their magazines almost cover to
cover, and two Star Trek books Karen

somewhat annoying to its few

was reviewing (I begged her to let me

do just one of them and give her more
time, but she steadfastly refused). My

biggest job was making the tea and

coffee.
One problem was that Simon (they

actually call him "Hairy“ up there)
wasn‘t supposed to be there after
Monday, that being CF's deadline. But

as this is Future Publishing (and
Simon Forrester), we all know they
couldn‘t arrange a booze up in a

brewery (the brewery‘s name being
"Proverbial Brewers Imc.").

KEEP BRITAIN TIDY

Anyhow, Wednesday I got to using
Simon's Apple Macintosh, that is,
after I found it under the junk and

rubbish. When I first entered their
office (ahem) in one corner I could
see a mound of paper, magazines,
boxes, sweet wrappers, cans, drink
cartons and hair, so determined that
this was Simon's work area
l was going to blow my nose on a

tissue ((00 we really want to near
this? —Paul)) (Just wait, and

everything will become clear). Anyhow,
I decided to give Simon's monitor a

quick wipe (it would have taken a

pneumatic drill to get through all the
layers of dirt), after I had done

that, I wasn't prepared to use the
tissue on a dead hedgehog, let alone
my nose. ((oh, I see now. -Paol))
Wednesday and Thursday I went

surfing, at least electronically. I

-\NHATA
FUTURE

BY
ANGELA COOK

played around on the Tuturenet and

Internet, to see "just how crap it
is" in Simon's words. I also used
QuarkXpress, the package in which they
lay the magazines out on. It is a well
balanced package between word

processor and desk top publisher.
Mac's are very different to CPC's,
C64's, PC's, anything I have ever used
before, but I got used to them after a

few hours. On the Thursday, Nick Peers
(a guy from STF) was showing me what

"subbing“ was (more on that later),
and I suggested turning the colour box

off, to give him more room on screen.
He asked me how to do it. I've been
there two days, he's been there twelve
months, why shouldn‘t I show him how

to use Future's publishing package?

N0! THE THEORY

Now for a brief ((find Angela's
definition of brief, it's on page 93

if you want to take a look. -Panl))
talk through what I have learned over
the last year or so about magazine
production. Let's assume that l have
been commissioned to write an article
a round up of the top fifty games for
the Amstrad CPC (or your favourite
machine) of all time. Theoretically
(although it doesn't always work in
practice) I would get a commission

through, or it would be done verbally
whilst speaking to the Ed or whoever
On it would state the title of the
article (which invariably changes),
the word count, and deadline. After
that, would be what is to be included
in the article, taking note of the box
outs and technical and financial
details needed
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He will dispense with the research
and actual writing of the article on
my part (although that is a fair sized
chunk), and will move swiftly to when

the disc with my article lands on
someone's desk.
Who's desk I don't know. Perhaps the

staff writer or dogs body will load
the file into QuarkXpress, and check
it through. Now, because I was there
at deadline, the end of the road, I

didn't get to see any of this, so I an
wibbelimg* it a bit. They will
probably do some general checks on the
soundness of the article, spelling
grammar and the like. From then, I

guess it is laided out on a "grid". A

grid is an empty page, with the
columns and headings, even the page
numbers, sorted out, ready for the
gracious flow of text
It then gets transferred to the Art

Editor‘s Mac, along with relevant
information to box outs (the boxes on

page that are slightly separate to the
main body of text), graphics and

design. The Art Editor struts his
stuff, and sends the finished thing
back to someone, most probably the
Production Editor.

The Production Editor, or Deputy
Editor, probably Editor on smaller
magazines (such as CT in its final
issues), will then try to fit the text
in to the space left by the Art Ed.
This is called "subbing", or "subimg",
I never got them to spell out what

they were saying, and I can‘t spell
anyway. "Hibbeling" is probably wrong
but at least it's consistently wrong
Here is where wibbeling comes into

effect, they either have to get more
text to fill the page, or compress it
into less.
Remind me to never overwrite for a

magazine again, I know what agony
these people go through when trying to
sub. I thought Nick was going to
garrote himself on a string of Simon's
used sweet wrappers.
Once all this is done, the Editor

checks over it (usually), for any
final mistakes, and I guess it is sent
back to the Art bod, who gets it
kicked off to the lino's. The lino
scanners separate the page into four
see-through plastic films, one for
each CMYI colour. They are Cyan,
Magenta, probably Yellow and something
else. These come back, and you can see
roughly what you page looks like,

although it is not strictly in colour
Once that is fine, and a check is made

that the colours have been "separated"
(into the . CATK partitions), a

"chromiug" is done. Eben you receive
the chrome of your page, it is in full
colour on a hard white board, and
looks very impressive.
It is possible to change any part of

the page layout and text at either the
lino or chroming stage, however, it
costs more money to have them done

again. Talking of money, it costs
around £400 for a front cover design
AA freelancers were paid £50 a page
plus expenses, and I‘m not telling
about other people because I might get
in more trouble than I already am. A

quarter page advertisement in AA was

around £150 colour, but in some of the
PC magazines, can be up to £4000 for a

double page colour spread. Pretty
hefty, considering some of them have
16 pages or more.

At each stage, the article would be

printed to get a rough idea of page
layout (there is no colour), and text
Each person would write their name on

it, and the version number (For
example, "Aick - v6”), so you knew

where you were up to, and who messed

up - It was a computer error....

RULES

There are some
articles.

general rules for

0 Any number of 10 or over is written
as a number, but nine and under are
written as words.

0 Each new paragraph starts with a

tab, and a new paragraph must not
start more than two lines from the
top or bottom of a section of page.

0 The bottoms of paragraphs must cone
out so they hang over (above) the
beginning of the next paragraph, or
things start to look bare. The same
also goes for captions, they are
generally preferred to be written
equalish, filling up two (or more)
whole lines and not leaving a great
big gap.

0 The name of the program or game (for
example, Fluff) being reviewed or
written about, is always printed in
italics, the same goes for the
magazine name.

0 The last thing I can think of, is
the different style of magazines. In
AA, in the standfirst (the bit in
bold writing telling you about the
article), it would always state the
author. For example;

"Home crafted fanzines and

disczines - Are they really worth
the money, or are they better than
the commercial work of art? Angela
Cook dons her most expensive pair
of reading glasses and finds out."

But in ST Format, they have the
standfirst introducing the article
but the author is named at the end,
with just their name capitalised and
in bold.

A MAP BY ANOTHER NAME

before most of this however, there is
what is called a "Flat Plan“. A flat
plan is a sheet of paper, with x

amount of small boxes depicting the
amount of pages for the magazine. Oh

those small boxes, would be the name

of the proposed article that would

appear there. Any pages shaded would
be mono and not colour, and adverts
(with the company advertising) would
also appear. At the top of the page
would be the date, version, magazine
issue number, deadline, price and any
other valid information.

AND THERE'S MORE

There were lots of other little things
that had to be done also, such as
Amstrad Action had a special sheet
which had to be filled in with the
details of the covertape and there are
sheets with the name, name of articles
and payment due for invoicing

i ”Hibhle” is a word frequently used
when the need arises in space out
text, or fill a box and so on. The
term ”You’ll just have to wjbble it
up.” Is something I will always fondly
remember. Maybe I should put on my 6%
"Expert wihhler”?

PUTTING FACES T0 NAMES

So what were they like, the people at
Future? host of them were really laid
back, considering it was deadline
week, which is why I had nothing much

to do. I think the two main people
that readers will know of are Simon

Forrester and Karen Levell, both
working on C? and AA. Hhen speaking to
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Karen, you get an image of her, and

that is totally different in real
life. That‘s not to say she looked
like Lilly Savage or anything, she was

just different, I think I'n going to
be using that word a lot. There was a

picture of her in a recent issue of
hnstrad Action, and I honestly didn‘t
think it was her, but it was. I can
see why she is Editor. She has a no-
nonsense sort of personality most of
the tine but she can still have a good

old laugh.

SIGH TIIIE

Simon Forrester is somewhat different
also. Whenever I spoke to him on the
phone, every other word was "groovy“,
but he didn‘t say it once whilst I was

there. It's strange, because he didn‘t
say a whole lot. I thought he was

going to be one of those people who

was very loud and never stopped
talking (like me I suppose), but he

wasn't. I don't want to spoil his
"image" either, but suffice it to say,
that what ever impression you have of
him through the magazines, is ninety
per cent wrong.
He's big too, when he waved his

hands around above his head, he nearly
destroyed a disk in the ceiling
aounted fans. And yes, he did have

hair, lots of it. That is probably
the one thing people have asked about
him most, his general appearance. He

looks very different from his photo.
Probably the truest one of his, is in

it when he first joined (issue 88 or
89 rings a bell). In most of his
photos he‘s smiling, and he looks
good when he sniles - keep up that
pose Si.

AND FINALLY...
Everything was different from what I

expected, very different. I don't
really know what I expected.
Everything seemed so disorganised and

all over the place, but that's life
really, it's like a Porsche - too fast
and you can't afford it anyway.

Angela Cook

THREE INCH DRIVE BELTS for the CPC

and PCli. Flat type with fitting
instructions - only £2.25 inc can.

AJ Howard, 65 Altyre Way,

lien/rental, Kent BR] 350

AMSTRAD 464/6128

Amstrad GT65 Green Screen Monitors...
Arnstrad'464 Tape HeadAlignmentKits
Amstrad Tape Head Demagnetizer...
Amstrad 464/6128 Joystick JY2..............................................
Amsmad 464 New Circuit Boards Complete. Part No.Z.70375..
Amstrad 464 Phazer GunWith 5 Games on Cassette.
Amstrad 6128 Phazer Gun with 5 Games on 3" Disk.
Action Cheat Mode Book (Cover Issues 17-50).
Amstrad Printer Leads 464/6128 (34 way edge oonnec o to
centronicsplug)....................................................................
Amstrad LPl Light Pen for the 464 and Cassette Software
464 Cassette Mechanismsm’th Tape Head and Motor.......
Amstrad 464 "Teach Yourself Bastc" Tutorial Guide with 2 Cassettes
Part 1. . .. £9.99
Part 2... .. £9.99
Amstrad 464 Dust Cover-Mono. £6.99
Amstrad 464 Dust Cover-Colour £6.99
Amstrad 6l28 Dust Cm‘er— Colour. £6.99
Amstrad 6128 Dust Cover-Mono.
Amstrad ActionMagazine Binders (Holds 12 copiesAA.
Amstrad-TheAdvanced OCP Art Studio—612

Amstrad 3" Ex. Software Disks —Packof 10...

AMSTRAD 464+/6128+/GX4000

Amstrad 464+/6128+ manual.........................
Amstrad 6128+/464+ KeyboardMembranes, .

Amstrad Paddle Controllcrs (Fits all 8 Bit Computers excluding
Specuums)"
Amstrad MM Stereo MonoMonitors (464+l6128+).
Amstrad 464+ Computer with Stereo Mono Monitor
Amstrad 464+l6228+ Printer leads................
Amstrad 3" Ex. Software Disks....(Pack of 10)..
Amstrad LocoBasic/Bumin‘RubberCartridge...

AMSTRAD GAMES CARTS
FOR THE 6128+/464+/GX4000

NoExit .. £7.99
Operation Thunderbol £7.99
Switch Blade...... £7.99

£7.99
£7 99
£7.99
£7.99
£7.99
£7.99

.. £7.99

Batman TheMoue
Pro Tennis Tour.
Naw Seals.
Barbarian 11

Robocop ll.
Klax...
Pang .

Above Cartridges are unboxed without instructions

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, PACKING ETC.
ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN: CHEQUES/VISA/ACCESS/PO‘S

TRADING POST
VICTORIAROAD, SHIFNAL,SHROPSHIRE TFll 8AF

'2‘“ TEL/FAX (01952) 462135 Fifi-
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SERIES
OF YEARS
GONE
BYEEEE...

FOLLOW THE COUNTRY CODE by Norman Buxton Pt 2

'NONNAL' NORMAN BUXTON TAKES US DOIN ONTO THE FARN

Ihife and Creamy Cheese Impresses
{Some more notes part 2 from one living in this green and peasant land.)

THE STORY SO FAR...
darn, VACCI’S intrepid secret agent has been dispatched with green wellies and
electronic nutty bar into enemy territory disguised as a peasant. He sends
information back to #266! do in special coding to made it look like a tutorial on
the use of screen control codes. Read dorm's second message as we received it
flow low drown Cow {This will either help your elocution or serve as a greeting if
you happen to be a dun-coloureddairy cow.)

DAY 31 — VLADIVOSTOK

One of the nice things about messing
around with computers is that you come

across all sorts of people, all with a
common interest. And you also hear
amusing tales of varying degrees of
silliness...
I had a person ring me up the other

night asking for advice on how to run
some of the HACCI CP/N programs. He

explained that every time he tried to
use the programs, they refused to load
and although they worked perfectly
well before, every single disc was now

inoperative. He really thought he'd
got a bad case of corruption. It took
some little while chatting to him for
the light to dawn on me that the guy
had forgotten to boot CP/M first
This little tale, whilst mildly

amusing, does serve to remind us all
that anybody can occasionally forget
the most obvious of things.

USER FRIENDLY

I try to make any program I write as
friendly as possible, so anyone can
use it easily but still on occasion I
neglect to tell the user something
helpful, because I consider it
the obvious.

His Eminence at the Twickenham
Temple has told me confidentially that
you have all been waiting anxiously
over the last four weeks, wondering
what tit-bits, nay nuggets of info
might drop your way this time. Well
wait no more, for here it comes

FIVE LETTER IORD

if you all did as you were told last
month, you will have saved a little
listing for a five—letter word. Right
let‘s get it loaded again and see what
we can do with it. Line 40 is the one
that offers scope for experimenting,
so we‘ll concentrate on it first. It
reads: 40 lnput“Enter a five-letter
word“,a$. If we edit this line, put
the cursor over the "E of "ENTER" and

press Control-X. It produces a symbol
like Old Father Times' salt pot on the
screen. How do the same at the end of
the message so that the whole of the
prompt is enclosed by two Control=X's
(If you still have Control-R in there
from the last time, delete it for the
moment.) when we run the program now,
we can see that the prompt appears
with pen and paper colours reversed
This is a useful trick if you wish to
highlight a particular message.

of course, running program like this
in its present form leaves us with the
problem that we spent last month
trying to avoid, namely that of
removing old input before asking for
new if the word is not five letters
long. So we edit line 40 again and put
it in Control-R after the second
Control-X, all this will he explained
in the next column, but if you don't
understand these commands just refer
to last month‘s magazine

A MAGIC LIITLE PIECE
When you run this you will find that
the message is in reverse video and
that the old input is removed when the
program loops. Nothing surprising in
that, we might say.

Now, try placing Control-R before
the second Control-X. See if you
expect the effect this time. Where the
prompt is written to the screen, the
inverse video extends all the way to
the right of the current screen, but
the input you make is in normal
colours. Don‘t gape in astonishment,
let me explain a little...
Control-X is obviously responsible

for inverting the pen and paper
colours (you've sussed that out) and
Control—R wipes out the old input. It
wipes out the old input by clearing
everything from the cursor to the
right-hand_side of the current screen
inclusive, without affecting the
position of the cursor

The first time we used Control—R
with Control-X, Control-R was outside
the two Control-X‘s and therefore was
acted upon in the current paper colour
which was normal. In the second
instance, though, pen and paper
colours are reversed when the command
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IIIIH SOFTWARE - HARDWARE - 1)ng
Telephone/Fax: 0141554 4/35

Diamante.
”ll" 10 McIntosh CYL, Wellpurk, Glasgow, G31 2HW. Scotland.

NIRVANA - ROM based file and disc management suite Features include Disc copy. disc format, file copy, unerase, chi-a.” me
'

attributes. automatic catalogue of drive A and cats) to use menu system. Suitable for two drive machines. Please note that Nina A Will
only recognise data and system format discs in drive B. £15.00

Micchsign Plus A Menu driven DTP page processing package.Two discs and two manuals High quality print output. For all / _ Wad
CFC disc machines with 128k. £29.99

MicroDesign Extra - Disc of clip-an for use “11h MicroDesign Plus. Consists of large headline fonts. musical notation ”dials
flowchart symbols etc. ROMDOS D20 format £13.99 or 3” disc £14.99

'

The A laps Libraries ForA IicroDesign Plus:
2) Maps Of The British Isles - Sixteen IIi~Rcs (256k strip format)maps of the coastline. motorways, counties and towns o} 11.. ”K
ROMDOS D20 fomwt » £12.99 or 3" format ( 2 discs 1 - [14.99

V

b) World Maps , Fifiec'n Iii-Res maps ofAinenoa, Europe Asia etc. ROM'DOSD20 fonnat A £12.99 or 3" format - £13.99

Page Printer - 24 pin and ink Jet printer driver for MicroDcsign Plus. Easy to use A good quality print outs. £9.99

DES , The Desktop Environment System - Sophisticated CPC graphical user interface. based on an Apple Maclntosh Sl)lk HIM],
environment. For all CPC disc machines. Disc - £14.99 ROMS t2) - £24.99

Zinl _ PC to CPC transfer program, runs under CPM. Allows the user to swap between a PC and the CPC using an interchangem..
disc format For all Amstrad CPC disc machines with 128k running under CPM}. £19.99

ParaDos - Superb Disc Operating System for useWith large format 3.5" B diives Compatible with and supcnor to ROMDOS l. , . N
the only DOS ROM which should be inserted in ROM slot seven ihereb} freeingan extra slot for more software, £14.99

The Basic Idea - Quality Basic tutorial aimed at the competentBasic programmer. Consists ofa 42 page manual and disc of cum“{\
programs.£14.99

Xexor — Sophisticated disc backup utility, capable of backing up almost all protectedCPC discs.£14.99

Soft-Lek V2.3 - Comprehcnsive tape to disc utility, designed to transfer spwdlock protected games to disc. £14.99

CornSoft Romhox - Cased 8 socketRombox expandihle to 16 sockets, ideal for DES, ParaDos, l’rotcxtetc £35 + £2 postage

THE PROTEITSU/TE The most SOPhiSl/Cflted wordprocessing rtulem ever developedfor {heAmstmd CFC campuler rangu /:, 1,1‘

[6 bit wordpmeersars ll1 ease afure and range offeatures.

PROTEXT» The number one word processor for Amsuad CPC computers. Features include: Fast text editing, lnSefl/OVCN’I’IIL‘ .,., ,[N
full text formatmg. block functions, on screen help and printer control menu DISC _ £15.99 ROM A £22 ()0

V ’

PROSPELL A Advanced spell Checker for PROTEXT Features include: Massive 32,000 \mrd dictionar), can check up to 200': Wis

per minute, huild/editflist dictionary, unlimited dictionan Size and word scarch/anagam feature Will also check files from ullie. ,M
processors DISC -£14.99 ROM A £21 00

PROM‘ERGE PLUS _ The complete mail merge and utilit_\ program for PROTEXT. Features include Comprehensive mail me. ,,.
function, auto rcformating of text & selective printmg ROM Version also allows for two file editing & background printing as u . ll m:

column work. DISC » £14 9‘) ROM - £21.00

PROPRINT » PRUTEXT print enhancement program Features include Multiple fonts Within one document, import of fonts ti.

other CPC programs, 9 and 24 : pin printer drivers and an integral font designer for creation ofnew fonts/editing of imported lum .

DISC - £14.99 RUM - £2100

DESTEXT _ Powerful DES utility enabling owners ofDlZS and PROTEXT on ROM to use the DES graphical interface wiiliiii 11W,“
Features include: Unique WYSIWYG screen printing option, screen saver& multiple text options. DISC - £9 99

PLEASE ADD £1.00 TOALL DISC AND ROM ORDERS FOR lST CLASS POSTAGE IN THE UNITED KINGDi ”\1
AIRMAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS - ADD £2.00 PER ORDER. '

CUSTOMERS WISHING TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD PLEASE CALL 0141 554 4735 (24 HRANSAPHOMI,


